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INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Purpose of the Thesis
This thesis will deal mainly with the tenure of Mr. Ellery
Sedgwick as editor of The Atlantic Monthly from 1908 until
his retirement in 1938* It is trie author's intention to point
out the development and improvement of this periodical under
Mr. Sedgwick's masterful leadership.
The method to be followed is divided into four parts:
1. The development of the magazine in America
2. The history of The Atlantic Monthly
3. The life of Ellery Sedgwick
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a. The Development of the periodical maj^azine in America
Perhaps one of the newest aiid most fascinating forms of
literary scholarship is that of research in the field of the
American magazine. New, because the art of mass printing is a
comparatively recent advancement In man’s progress forward;
fascinating, because the researcher is given an excellent oppor-
tunity to study the course and development of popular ideas and
taste. For in no better manner are the customs and usuages of
a people reflected than in the contemporary periodical.
This thesis will engage in a problem of research which deals
with one of America's foremost ma^2:azlnes. The Atlantic Monthly,
published and edited in Boston, Massachusetts. However, before
launching into the soecific details of the rise of The Atlantic
Monthly, it is essential for the understanding of the problem to
examine the origin, background, and development of the magazine
in America on a broad plane with an eye to the entire picture
from the beginnings to 1657 i the date of the founding of the
Atlantic.
We shall approach the problem of the beginnings of the
magazine in America with two questions: first, why were maga-
zines attempted? Second, what were the major problems confront-
ing the first editor and publishers? According to Andrev; Bradfor
writing in our first magazine. The American, of February 13» 17^1
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1. Despite denials, financial ^ains seem to have been the
incentive.
2. An attempt was being made to picture America favorably
to the world.
3 . The puclication of such magazines was an endeavor to
demonstrate American aoilities.
Quotations from early magazines tend to substantiate these views
"Shall we not then exert ourselves to appear as respectable
abroad as we really are at home?" New York Magazine , 1796




I'ty inducements to begin as well as to persevere in
this undertaking have arisen as much from its general
utility as from any view of private emolument.^
Since the reasons given above tend to point to a natural
evolution in the development of native American magazines,
prompted by both business desires and patriotic motives, it is
logical to suppose that the evolutionary process prompted sev-
eral administrative problems.
Frank Luther Mott, America's foremost authority on magazine
research, lists five difficulties:
1. The indifference of readers and writers to quality
material
2. The lack of adequate means of distribution
3* Losses in the collection of subscription accounts
4. I^nufacturing embarrassments
5 . Postal regulations requiring full payment by the sub-
scriber of the highest ordinary mail rates allowable.^
1 Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines,





2 Loc . cit .
3 Ibid . . I, 9 .
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A quick glance at the above list Is enough to explain wiiy
in the period between 1741-1794, just four out of forty-five
magazines attempted lived to be three and one-half years old.(4^
The entire problem can be condensed into modern business slang.
The early magazines lacked the “high pressure" technique and
business "know how" in addition to being hampered by extremely
poor facilities. Notwithstanding these obstacles the magazine
business caught root in the period from 1740 to 1320, and firm-
ly entrenched itself as a moderately successful profession. (5;
Publications such as our first and second periodicals, The
American Magazine (February 13» 1741) and Benjamin Franklin's
General (February 16, 1741) prospered, failed, and changed
names, but they remained active in the competitive field. ,6;
In general, the first magazine, The American Magazine , followed
closely the English format, purpose and policy of formal essay,
book review, and scholarly articles. It was not until well int(»
the nineteenth century that the contemporary trend of modern
sensationalism in publication took place.
The second major phase of magazine editorship began to
take form about I83O, and it was extended well into the 1850' s.
This was the era of the specialized class magazines devoted to
law or medicine or discussion or simply of recent events. With
'
II
this stage of development we are able to realize and appreciate
more fully the important role of the American magazine as a
I
form of literature in our society. It is a device capable of
\ ‘T; Ibid ., i: T.
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4providing Americans and the world with a democratic expressive
literature which is sometimes of high quality. In addition to
maintaining in its periodical files an invaluable contemporary
history of the times, it has an ever increasing tendency to keep
close to the public pulse. Finally, and this is a point that
many pseudo-literary men prefer to ignore for fear of being corr-
upted into believing that man writes solely for money, the maga-
zine plays an exceedingly vital part in the economics of litera-
ture. This is no more or no less then the adequate payment of
contributors for their talents. However, this was not always
the case. As a matter of fact, it is extremely doubtful that
even the most talented writer could have received an adequate
return from his writings in the early days of 1830 - l64c's.
There was no professional class of v^riters. Nearly one hundred
per cent of the contributors to both the general and specialized
magazines were professional men of science, medicine, or the law
who contributed articles and essays written in their leisure
time. Consider, for example, the average 1830 payment of one
dollar per page, and the added discouraging factor tnst once
paid, the author was completely at the publisher's mercy, since
the lack of a protecting copyright law permitted free reprinting
of any author's work."^ Despite the differences in cost of liv-
ing and living standards of today and 1830, it is more than evi-
dent that such remuneration was conducive to slow starvation. It
was not until 1642 that the first real constructive steps were
taken. 6666666666 666
7 Ibid., I, 350.
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In the year 1842, two publishers, George R. Graham and
louis A. Godey, instituted a liveable financial plan in return
for an author's services. From the era of the one dollar per
page, these two men forced prices up to a high of twelve dollars
a page for prose, the average being about eight dollars, with an
offer of from ten to fifty dollars for poetry of any length. 8
Not only was this heartening advancement instituted, but the
rights of the individual author were protected. We have already
spoken of the trouble caused by the lack of a copyright law.
In the year 1845, the same Graham and Godey began to copyright
the articles of their contributors, not only to protect the auth
ors, but to protect their own outlay of capital. An Immediate
abusive protest was launched by the newspaper serialists who
were the chief violators of a work's integrity. It was all to
no avail, because the newspapers were handcuffed, since the authjj-
ors' works were under the control of the publishers. The trend
toward regulated rules of publication and tne profession of writ
ing with a sufficient monetary lure had begun. Perhaps the most
famous raagazinists that emerged from this development v/ere
Edgar Allan Poe, and Park Benjamin, who together contributed to
more than fifty periodicals and had editorial affiliations with
ten. This forms a slight idea of the tremendous capacities of
the newly recognized professional writer.
For a brief moment let us turn to the other side of the
question and approach the m:agazine from the owner and editor sid
8 Ibid. , I, 363.
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6of the desk. A typical editor of 1840 to I85O received a regul-
ar salary of eight dollars per week, and if he were an exception-
al man, ten dollars might assure the owner of his continued loyaH
association. The best information available claims that that
salary enabled the receiver to uphold a decent living standard.
' This typical editor would probably manage a magazine that was
trying hard to hold its subscription rate to three dollars a
year. This figure represents the general average, but several
factors were acting against this standard subscription rate.
These factors were as follows:
1. The rise of class Journals of various size and
frequency
.
2. The craze for cheap literature with its companion
cult of useful knowledge for the home.
3 . The persistence of local literary weeklies.
4. The growth of the club system of selection and
di strlbution
.j 9
Pressures such as tnese caused almost as much variation in year-
ly rates as you could find in contributors* salaries. Extremes
represented were the Journal or Science selling for two dollars
per annum, and the Ladies V/reaths
,
definitely cultural, selling
for thirteen dollars a year. In such fashion the magazines
operated as the Civil War approacned. This era brought many new
levelopments
,
not the least among them being the establishment of
!?he Atlantic Monthly . Prior to discussing the founding of the
Ltlantic
.
several interesting and important facts cam be noted.
Jnexpected prosperity greeted the magazine industry as the I850's
Layme d because certain basic difficulties of distribution and
: r Ibid. , 498 .
',
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7circulation had been resolved by the improvement of transporta-
tion facilities and tne adjustment of magazine price to suit
reader demands. First, the compromise of I85O had reduced war
tension between the states,* the literary men had brought to the
public a definitely superior quality of workm.anship, and finally
revised postal regulations permitted a reduction of mail rates
and the transfer of mailing costs from subscriber to publisher.
The Importance of such legislation on circulating figures cannot
be overem-phasized. To the harried purchaser it meant a painless
method of receiving the magazine of his choice plus a decrease
in the actual overall cost of the magazine. The mailing expense
lad always been above and beyond the actual sales price of the
periodical. Smart publishers im.mediatel , sensed the meaning of
the new postal law and quickly absorbed the cost of mailing into
the general cost of publication. The public for their part res-
ponded in kind v/ith an increased desire to subscribe.
With few outstanding exceptions a magazine is not the leng-
thened shadow of an individual; its success is usually the result
bf many factors in comibination. Among these factors economic con
iitions bulk large, and as we have seen^such was the case in I85O
lust prior to the establishment of The Atlantic Monthly.
Advertising, an important aspect of the contemporary maga-
zine, received its modern baptism of fire in the forgings of the
nld-nineteenth century. Some little progress in advertising pro-
cedure was made during this period, enough to establish the maga-
zine as a suitable method of reaching the public, but the press-
ire method of advertising did not reach any large proportions
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because advertisers lacked faith in the effectiveness of this
device. For example, eight years after the founding of the
Atlantic in December, 1865» an issue of some one hundred and
thirty pages of small print carried fourteen pages of advertis-
ing, which means that eleven percent of the magazine was dedi-
|
cated to this method of income, v;hile in the November, 1947
I
issue of the same magazine, twenty-four percent of the magazine
was devoted to advertising.
We have so far followed the development of the magazine
field in America from its troubled oeginnings to the uneasy
strength of young manhood achieved in the time just prior to the
Civil War. A statistical analysis of the decade I85O-I86O pro-
duces these figures. The number of marketable publications was
reduced or absorbed from a high six hundred and eighty-five to a
lov/ of five hundred and seventy-five. Professor Mott in his
scholarly work on the American magazine estimates that about
twenty-five hundred periodicals were oegun and failed. The pan-
ic of 1857 and the onrushing Civil War proved to be too severe.
a
test of survival. Of the average circulation of the successful
monthlies, Mott claims a figure of approximately IP, COG copies.
The American magazine was on its way up to big business.
b. The Development of the Atlantic Monthly., 1857-1908
It was upon a scene bustling with competitive spirit and
literary restlessness that the young Atlantic was launched. Keep
in mind the trend -- faster, better, upward. In this vein, Mr.
Frederick Lewis Allen gives us an excellent background descrip-
tlon of the field about 1857:
j
10 Mott. The History of American I-tegazines. II, 4. •
_
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The competition that the young Atlantic faced
was lively. A certain restlessness of the American
temperament, an ambition to be up-to-date, and a
zeal for self improvement (preferably without undue
effort) ,had made the magazine publishing a lively,
if alv/ays precarious, industry in the United States.
In 1854 The New Yo rk Q,uarterl.y had referred to "that
passion for periodic literature which characterizes
the age." There were already some six hundred maga-
zines in the country. These included all sorts of
religious and educational and trade publications
,
and also, in those days of difficult transportation,
clusters of local publications with only local reader-
ship; but many had a wide appeal. The most popular
were weekly miscellanies, mostly published on Satur-
day for Sunday reading (in the absence, 01 course,
of Sunday newspapers )... leading weekly newspapers
averaged I5C, OCO readers, and the Haroers New Monthly
Magazine
,
founded in I850 by the New Yorx book firm
of Harper and Brothers made such a hit by serializing




and by running a serialized life of Napoleon, that
its circulation' during the first fifteen years aver-
aged 15c, CCO. It was the nearest approach yet to a
national family magazine.
This, then, was the background and the battleground into which
the new magazine was thrown by her masters, the literary elite
of New England. Mr. M.A. DeWolfe Howe, the official, chronicler
bf the magazine, has this to say in general about her existence:
When the Atlantic Monthly reached its sixtieth
birthday and its issue of November, 1917, it was
older by six years than the oldest man concerned with the
production of its first issue in November, lS57* Of the
other eminent founders who accepted the invitation of
the first publisher, Moses Dresser Phillips of the
coston firm of Phillips, Sampson and Co., to a dinner
at the Parker House on r/[ay 5, 1^57, to consider the
establishment of a new literary and political maga-
zine. Henry adsworth Longfellow, then fifty, stood
next in point of age. Oliver Wendell Holmes was forty-
eight; John Lothrop Motley, less identified with the
magazine after its launching than any of the others,
forty- three; James Russell Lowell, tne first editor,
thirty- eight
;
James Elliot Cabot, many years after
the biographer of Emerson, thirty-six; and Francis H.
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Underwood, the literary man of Phillips, Sampson and
Company, and the prime mover in the whole undertaking,
but thirty- two.
The Atlantic has lonp:, been a venerable institu-
tion. The writers who first gave it its high position,
stand in the public mind as the "venerable men" of
American letters. Their ages in 1857 betoken the in-
teresting fact that the Atlantic was never entirely a
youthful experiment; it was planned and placed firmly
on its feet by a remarkable group cf ren in or near the
very prime of their great powers. (12,
The proposed miagazine had a splendid group of founders, as
we have just seen. Each man Interested in the undertaking was
himself a person of reputation and standing^ and if the charac-
ter of the founders meant good fortune, then the fate of the
venture was assured. Due credit m.ust be given to the man who,
mnre than any one single individual, provided the energy and the
Incentive necessary to set the undertaking on its feet. This
man v/as Francis Underwood, known to history as Phillips, Sampson'
literary mani' . Actually, he was their agent; and as early as 18f
he had made an initial attempt to interest the major writers of
New England in a new m.agazine. Underwood at that time, was ne-
gotiating with the publishing firmi of J.P. Jewett to support suet
a venture; but the financial failure of tne company completely
dashed his hopes. Still undaunted, he corresponded with Emerson,
Lowell, and Longfellow; and by 1857 be had interested ^oses
Dresser Phillips in the feasibility of his plan. Thus a dinner .
was arranged by Phillips at the Parker House on the afternoon
of ay 5» 1857 , to sound out the sympathies of the more promin-
ent authors. All displayed high enthusiasm, and Phillips, being
s
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1convinced, dejided to be^in preparation for the first issue. An jj
I;
|-
editor was to be selected; the unanimous choice was James Russell!
Lowell, who had already achieved farne for his literary aoilities.;
Lowell's salary was set at the then astounding suin of |2,50C per
/•ear. Needless to say, he was overjoyed because this figure ass-i'
ured him of financial independence. His first order was typical
;|
cf his frank nature and keen estimation of a person's worth.
|i
fes, he would accept, the editorship if Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes
would contribute.
The name Atlantic Monthly was suggested by Holmes himself.
"l have it.'" he shouted. "It shall be called The Atlantic Monthly;
.
j
^lagazine! Soon you'll hear the boys crying through the streets, 1
'Here's your ATLANTIC, 'LANTIC, 'LANTIG, 'LANTIC!'" Atlantic
it became, but the publishers dropped the word "magazine," and
the form remains the same today ninety years later. I
Lowell was empowered to pay a mean rate of payment of six
iollars a page for prose from recognized authors, five dollars a
page for "tyros," and fifty dollars a poem. The editor proceeded]
sfficiently and systematically, since the first issue was to
reach the public in November, 1&57, a scant five months after the
plan was agreed upon. For this issue Lowell and his assistant, i
Francis Underwood, his dream come true, collected a group of top-
lotch New Englanders to fill out the pages of the first issue. ^
i
As a matter of record, it is one of the most remarkable groups of|
II
contributors ever assembled under one cover for any publication. '
jl
13 Arthur Gilman, "Atlantic Dinners and Diners," Atlantic
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Consider the names, and what their services would cost a publisher
today; and tnen realize that tney all contributed with the under-
standing that the editorial policy called for anonymity of the
author. They were not only subject to the editor's blue pencil,
but in addition their names would not appear under their work.
However, the anonymity policy became an "open secret, " and to-
day we know who did constitute the contributor's list of the
first issue. We find the index to run as follows:
Ralph Waldo Emerson-- two poems plus one essay,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow--two poems,
Oliver Wendell Holmes--an instnllraent of"The
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table," plus one poem,
James Russell Lowell—one poem, "Tne Romany Girl,"
one sonnet on nature, and one editorial essay on
British India,
John Lothrop Motley--an article on Florentine
mosaics,
Charles E. Norton— an article on a Manchester
art exhibit,
Harriet Beecher Stowe- -a New England Sketch,
Parke Godwin--a financial essay,
James Hannay, an Engli shman--an article on
Douglas Jerrold.
?he list of contributors was, as Lewis Allen states,"
Literary New England, at its most brilliant moment, determined
io put into the field an all-star team."
A breakdown of the contributors reveals that of ten names,
only two represent the world outside New England one, Parke
'rodwin, the other, the Englishman, James Hannay . This emphasis
nn New Englanders is evidence in agreement with the Interpreters
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that the early magazine was sectional and provincial. From the
November, 1857 issue to the year 1870, when the policy of anony-
nity was discarded, the Atlantic remained overwhelmingly sec-
tional. A breakdown of the geographical distribution of the con-
tributors reveals that of a grand total of one hundred and seven-
ty-three contributors
,
one hundred and twenty-five were from New
Sngland, twenty- six from New York, sixteen from foreign countries,
two from the South, one from the West, and three untraceables
.
[t is difficult, however, to agree with the magazine's critics
that this was a provincial fault. At the very least the accusa-
tion of provincialism is debatable. Wnen judging such a question,
Lt is necessary to keep in mind the time in which tne action took
place and the personalities tnat directed the operation. At that
time, America's best writers were residents of New England, and
these writers were more or less Instrumental in the founding of
this literary organ. Is it not a natural consequence then, for
these writers to claim first priority in contributions? Outsiders
were not barred, statistics have borne this fact out; and in add-
ition, we have the word of Lowell himself, who in writing to a
friend in Pniladelphia, commented, "l am glad if you like the
Atlantic . We hope that it shall be better. I believe that we
lave not had a single correspondent from Philadelphia, and I
(Lowell) hope that we shall yet supply these deficiencies."
The official policy of the magazine, stated in the first
Issue of November 1857 » bears final testimony to the attempt
14^ Horace Scudder, James Russell Lowell"^ (Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin and Co., 1901), ?. 195.
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made by the New England leaders to present the world with a per-
iodical not provincial but universal, and acceptable according
to the best literary traditions. The policy reads:
In politics the Atlantic will be the or^^an of
no party or clique but it will honestly endeavor to
be the exponent of what its conductors believe to be
the American idea. It will deal frankly with persons
and parties, endeavoring always to keep in view the
moral element wnich transcends all persons and parties
and which alone makes the basis of a true and lasting
national prosperity. It will not rank itself with any
sect of antics, but with that body of men which is in
favor of Freedom, National Progress, and Honor, whether
public or private. In literature, to leave no province
unrepresented so that wnile each number will contain
articles of an abstract and permanent value, it will
also be found that the healthy appetite of the mind
for entertainment in its various forms of Narrative,
Wit, and Humor, will not go uncared for. ...In the term
Art they intend to include the whole domain of aes-
thetics and hope gradually to make triis critical
department a true and fearless representative of Art,
in all its various branches, without any regard to
prejudice, whether personal or national, or to private
considerations of what kind soever. (15;
This was the first definite attempt in the history of the
American magazine to establish an editorial policy with the em-
phasis on the moral values of literature rather than on a policy
1
catering to strict popular demand. The experiment was noble,
and it largely succeeded. The policy as set down by Lowell and
Jnderwood v/as actually a doctrine of Transcendentalism, because
cf the manner in which it refused to commit itself to any reform
party or platform; it wished to stand for American idealism,
however, in actual practice the theorectical platform did not
operate. For Lowell did have set political views, and he did
Insist upon making known his arguments through the medium of his
( 15 The Atlantic Monthly , I , .4,
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editorials. L'nder his direction, the iiia-azine supported the anti
!
slavery feeling of New England. In fact, the magazine supported ^
j
the Union in every conceivable manner of reporting: article,
|
i
fiction, poetry, and personal experience. It was so pro-North
that a deciaed distaste sprang up for it in tne South; and an
j
bpen break occurred upon the publication of Psrxe Godwin's art- |
Lcles on the slave question. It is interesting to note at this *
|)oint that largely through the pages of the Atlantic v/as John
j
Brown portrayed in a more sympathetic form than he had previously'
Deen presented to American readers, and it is this impression of
lim that has reached us today.
j
James Russell Lowell, the first editor of the Atlantic
j|
'I
fonthly reigned from I857 to I66 I. He patterned the magazine
ifter the English Blackwood* s 'iagazlne . By subscribing to the
idea of selective particularity, Lowell attracted the better
writers, and by offering them adequate monetary recompense (ten
iollars a page) he xept the contributors coming back again and
again. He was an excellent book reviewer and the magazine quick-
.y gained a reputation for fine critical judgment. Moreover, his
L
'!judgment of the short story was superb, and his overall aole gen-ii
-^ralship caused the magazine to support a circulation of 32,OCO. "
[>ome crizics have complained that this figure of 32, COO was insig|
lifleant compared with the 150,000 circulation that Haroer '
s
Weekly had in 1663. But Harper* s was a weekly news resume, while
/he Atlantic was an expensive thirty cent "purely literary"
ionthly .16 This was to be the Atlantic * a special glory.
666
James T. Fields, Biographical Notes and Sketches
,
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., l8bl), p. 06.
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Lowell's main fault as an ediLor was an outgrowth of his effec-
tiveness as an editor. He had no compunction aoout re-arranging,
adding, or deleting the accepted piece of a contributor. It was
entirely to his benefit that anonymous articles appeared in prin',,
for with such a method of handling manuscripts, he controlled th<'
editorship. Upon the death, in 1859, of both Phillips and Samp-
son, the publishers of the magazine, it was purchased oy the fin.
of Ticknor and Fields. Lowell continued as editor for two years;
office economy, however, eventually placed James T. Fields, the
"literary" member of the firm, in Lhe editorial chair. Lowell's
editorship was next to the shortest of the nine men who have
spanned its history of more than ninety years. It lasted four
years, but his influence had been felt. From a letter to Dr.
Holmes, we see that his fondest wish had come true. This desire
was that "a part of the raa azine, as long as I have anything to
do with it, shall be expressly not for the mob (of weil-dressed
gentlemen who read 1th ease). "17 Founded by men of genius, and
aided by their high repute, tne Atlantic had gotten off to a
good start. The magazine was amateurish by current standards,
colorless, small print, unsoectaculi r in appearance, but its
contents were native, venturesome, and intent upon holding liter-
ature "above all other huinan interests." In a crude and sprawl-
ing America, it stood for quality.
As we have stated, uames T. Fields was the second editor of
the magazine. A man of extremely sensitive nature, he had re-
ceived his literary training in the famous Boston "Old Corner"
^
17 Howe, The Atlanulc ilonthly and its Makers
,
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bookstore. He was a friendly gentleman who was loved by all who
knew him. DeWolfe Howe claims that among publishers, Fields
stood quite alone in his knack of combining publishing and busin
ess interests, editorship, and friendship; and he succeeded in
not alienating one from the other. He was the war editor but
could not find it in . is heart to play up the tragic event ^ q to
his readers. Some of the outstanding articles that appeared in
his time (1861 to 1871) were: Colonel T.W. Higginson's "Ordeal
by Battlej'
,
Fmierson's "Emancipation Proclamation", and Wasson’s
"Shall We Compromise?" Both Fields and his successors urged imm
ediate and vigorous reconstruction. In 1871, he retired, and a
young Ohioan stepped up to become the first innovating editor of
tne sedate Atlantic .
William Dean Howells, the third editor, introduced new de-
partmients of miusic, science, politics, and reviews. He experi-
m;ented v/ith the publication of the English serial novel, Charles
Reade's Gri f f i th G-aunt . Because of a doubtful passage in the
story both the novel and Howells were immiediately attacked with
charges of imm.orality to which criticism Howells refused to answer.
]|jn line v/ith his policy of obtaining the best of fiction writers,
Hov^ells offered Bret Harte the then unheard sum of #10,000 for a
minimum of three siiohies j n one year. Howells was young, dynamic
and the first of the westerners to conquer the East. His univer-
sity had been a composition room, his degree the nev/spaper, but
he brought to the scholarly magazine an ambition and a daring
which enabled the Atlantic to withstand the temporary pressures
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Ln bequeathing to Editor Number Four, Thomas Bailey Aldrich,
'’America' s best literary magazine." <^18, In some respects Howells
was a greater editor than Lowell had been. He had wider geograph-
ical sympathies, sind he was a better worker. His delightful per-
sonality and his ability as a reviewer were helpful in his task,
iowells had written that "the magazine was largely established in
Its traditions when I came to it, and wnen I left it fifteen year.
Later, it seemed to me that if I had done any good, it was little
nore than to fix it more firmly in them." As Mr. DeWolfe Hov;e
remarked, "'little more' are the words in this sentence which an-|
)ther hand would especially revise."
The ensuing seventeen years 1881 to 1898 were divided in the
Itl antic editorship, between two men, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, and
Horace Elisha Scudder, of whom Aldrich held the post for nine,
md Scudder for eignt years. Aldrich was more nearly the inaccesjj-
jible type of editor than nis revered sires. He was the picture
)f the adopted Brahmin, careiul and critical; ne preferred the
jstablished and the conventional. During this period the maga-
Line's circulation was low but her reputation for conservatism
high. Actually, there seemed to be no one who wished to disturb
ihis feeling. A certain John Adams Thayer in 1890 offered to
aake the magazine a paying proposition only to be summarily dis-
iilssed. In Thayer's autobiography he caustically recalled the
embarrassment of the situation.
"To change the magazine in any way - never'. It was Boston.
.L
j
lo Mott, The Hi story of the American Map;azine
.
II, 23*
(19 John Adams Thayer, Astir . (Boston: Small, Maynard and Co.,
1910 ), 112 .
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Kr. Ferris Greenslet in his extremely readable life of Aldrich
summarized the results of Aldrich as an Atlantic editor:
Under his conduct the Atlantic attained a notable
unity of tone and distinction of style. A little less
accessible to new and unknown talent than ^^r. Howells
had been, he was yet quick to perceive the note of dis-
tinction, and few of his swans turned out geese. He was
not a militant editor, and was not greatly concerned
about politics and affairs. His interest was first and
always literature, and perhaps no editor of the Atlantic
printed more of it. During his tenure of office the
afterglov.' of the great day of New England literature
was fading, but fading slowly. He could count on occas-
ional poems from Longfellow, Holmes, Whittier, and
Lowell, to say nothing of the younger group headed by
Sill... He developed the critical department of the mag-
azine to a high degree of competence by marshaling what
has seldom- been seen in this country, a thoroughly com-
pact and capable coterie of critical reviewers. It was
tnen that the Atlantic won its international reputation
as being, in the phrase of an English review, "the best
edited magazine in the English language." To his fas-
tidious sense of phrase and syntax, reading prooi was
a sacram.ent. If he habitually delegated the celebra-
tion of it to his assistant, his interest in the result
was none the less keen, and it fared ill with any split
infinitive or suspended nominative - even with such
seerrdngly innocent locutions as "several people" -
that fell under his searching eye. ( 20 -
Scudder was the last of the Atlantic editors wno belonged,
even as a younger contem.porary
,
to the group of writers which
dominated the magazine through its earlier years. With him*, an
era in the history of the magazine may be said to nave comie to
an end. Scudder was quiet, studious, and utterly devoted to his
employers, Messrs. Houghton and Mifflin. His one lasting and
important contribution to Atlantic history was the compilation
of the first comprehensive index oi the magazine, covering its
first twenty years.
20 Ferris Greenslet, ” -ne Life of Thom.as Baile-'- AldrlcL
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Scudder was follov/ed by hi. s assistant, Walter Hines Page.
A native of North Carolina, educated in the South, he representej^
even more than Mr. Howells, with his mid-West background, and
Aldrich, on whom the influences of New Orleans and Nev/ York had
made his New England birth seem almost an accident, the identi-
fication of the Atlanti c with America rather than with any sec-
tion of the country. He had served his apprenticeship with
Houghton, Mifflin and Company as agent, and he had been editor
of the Forum in New York. As an editor, he possessed an uneasy
often explosive, energy; a disposition to underrate finely drawn
niceties of all sorts, an Impatience of failure, and a love of
politics. As a check value on his impulsiveness he seemed to
contain a degree of "Yankee” common sense which complemented his
enormous self-confidence. He engaged in mild”raud-raking” . and
he caused minority group representatives to state their specific
problems in the pages of the magazine. For example, Jacob Riis
and Booker T. Washington were occasional contributors. In later
years Mr. Page became a distinguished ambassador representing
his country at the Court of St. James.
To the chair of the Atlantic in 1899 came the famed scholar
and educator. Bliss Perry, Professor of English at Princeton
University. He immediately instituted a policy which concen-
trated mainly on the realization of the humanistic ideal of in-
terest in people and their problem.s - the problems of the con-
' emporary world at large. The result was a climb in circulation,
and a slight indication of the forthcoming face-lifting the mag-
azine was to receive. Perry had, in the meantime, accepted a
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professorship at Harvard, and he was, therefore, planning to free^
himself from editorial responsibilities. It also happened at
this time, that the publishers of the magazine were facing the
problems of a general rearrangement of their business organiza-
tion, and they deem.ed it necessary to relieve themselves of the
responsibility of the magazine. It became imperative that a
buyer and an editor be found who would guarantee the continuance
of the Atlantic ' s historic place in Am.erican life.
c. Discussion af the Status of the Atlantic at the
Timie of Sedgwick's Appointment.
In the year 1908, The Atlantic Monthly was fifty-one years
old, a magazine of taste and refinement, but a magazine that was
not a financial success; a magazine that as late as 1897 had
slipped in circulation to a pathetic 7»000. It resembled the
literary Boston of 1900, in that its policy toward literature
seem*ed less creative and more academic. The magazine had contin-
ued for three reasons:
1. The reputation and life of the Atlantic had be-
come what amounted to a sacred literary trust
to the editors and publishers.
2. The pages of the magazine provided excellent ad-
vertising space for the publisher (through
this medium he knew informiation would reach a
well-to-do class of readers and prospective
book purchasers)
.
3* The magazine was merely a department of a
much larger and financially successful pub-
lishing house.
Without these rather substantial reasons to support its contin-
ued existence, the Atlantic would have failed in 1890 because
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much. This was the discouraging hehind-the-scene picture of
America's mos*: respected periodical Just after the turn of the
century. Tv/o questions arise at this point. What was the in-
trinsic literary worth of the magazine? What was its exact posi-
tion in the field of magazine publications upon the ascent of
Ellery Sedgwick to the position of editor? In considering the
relative intrinsic literary value of tne Atlantic
.
both history
and many documented facts previously listed herein, bear testimori
to the worth of the magazine as a producer of good literature;
but for the sake of exactness, a list of twenty-one titles which
seem assured, by universal consent, of a permanent place in lit-
erature is presented. These works all originally appeared in the
pages of the Atlantic . The titles of this list are taken from
y




Clemens Old Times on the Mississippi
Emerson Days
Hale The Man Without a Country
Harte Kow' Santa. Claus Came to Simpson' sjoa]
Holmes The Chambered Nautilis
The Wonderful One Hoss Shay
Mrs. Howe The battle Hymn of the Republic
Howells The Lady of the Aroostook
H. James Jr. Daisy Miller
W. James Talks to Teachers on Psycholo.gy
Miss Jewett The Country of the Pointed Firs
Kipling The Disturber of Traffic
Longfellow The Children's Hour
Paul Revere' s Ride
Lowell Coiiimemoration Ode
Biglow Papers
Moody Ode in Time of Hesitation
Parkman Wolfe on the Plains of Abraham
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It was not only in the printed page that The Atlantic excelled,
but it was also in the ability of the policy founders to draw
together the famous contributors in a spirit of friendliness.
Arthur Gilman has called these meetings of contributors "the
Atlantic dinners". They are interesting to us because they aff-
ord some informal poses of the masters at play.
The first Atlantic Dinner could very appropriately be
assiSned to that original meeting in 1857 which led to the for-
mation of the magazine. Several private dinners follov/ed ex-
pressly for the pleasure of the New England set. The early dinn-
ers were held either at the Parker House in downtown Boston, or
at Porter’s, Harvard Square, Cambridge. In this connection.
Dr. Holmes reported something of the gatherings in a rhyme en-
iitled "iVhat Landlord Porter - Rest His Soul I - Once Said." 21
Dr. Holmes' quiet humor is reflected in this refreshing portray-
al of sedate men of letters at table. While the poem is not of
classic proportions, it serves to give posterity an amusing pic-
ture of the first meetings of the leading contributors and found-
ers of the Atlantic . Mr. Arthur Gilman has recaptured the spir-
it and the development of these meetings; and he has sensed the
value to the magazine's literary ideal that fellowship and con-
versation over the dinner table can mean. In the November 1907
:.ssue of the Atlanti c he speaks thus:
Fifty years ago the diners dined at the call
of the publishers; next they sought no company but
their own; and at last they were brought to their
feast, under the noble elms of Newton with greatly
t
21 Arthur Gilman, '^Atlantic Dinners and Diners', The Atlantic
T
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increased numbers. At iirst, men only came; at
last, the women were almost as many as the men.
The first groups were small enough to allow every-
one to have intiniate converse with every other one.
Never did they get to the extreme of the afternoon
teas as Dr. Holmes is said to have described tJrlem,
'‘Giggle, gabble, gobble, and git.", but they came
I dangerously near to that limit, and then they passed
away. The character of the feast cnanged, and the
men who met were not the same at the end of the
quarter century that they weje at its beginning, the '
chapter ended and history m.akes its record. The
Autocrat, you remember, hoped that The Atlantic would
endure until an ideal state of society should be
!





In summary, Atlantic from a standpoint of literary ex-
^ 3ellence had reached the mythical, top rung of the ladder of val-
|
ie. A number of famous "firsts" had appeared in her pages; her ’
contributors wer acknowledged to be among the best writers and I
thinkers in the country; the magazine was accepted as the leader
Ln the field of the smoother periodicals; and the publishers and
3ditors had the good sense to realize the value derived from
close associations with the contributors, thus the "Atlantic '
iinners." It can be little doubted that tbe Atlantic , had proved
bo be an innovator and standard bearer in the rather aloof world
cf literature.
The leading American monthlies of the early nineties were I
splendid magazines. They broadened the interest and subdued the
carbari sm of a generation of educated Americans. But they moved
too far away from the every day realities, and a revolution was
coming that would presently end their undisputed reign. The rev-|
elution began in 1893 » when Frank Munsey dropped the price of
22 Arthur Gilmian, Atlantic Dinners and Diners," Th^Atlantic
i
„ MonthlVj C (November. 1907). 657.
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his magazine to ten cents. Other magazines cut their prices;
and it was discovered that what you lost in revenue by selling
your magazine at much less than cost came back to you - and much
more - through the increased advertising that a big circulation
would command. This inter-magazine v^arfare continued unceasino-
ly, well into the period of Ellery Sedg'wick’s purchase of the
Atlantic
.
At the turn of the century, two men appeared who catapulted
the revolution into its advanced stages. One man, S.S. McClure,
one of the greatest of all American editors, set his magazine,
McClure* s to the exacting task of reporting the truth about con-
25
temporary American life. Ida M. Tarbell and Lincoln Steffens,
his most sensational writers, debunked big business and the Amer
lean political machines. The facts unearthed led to the excesse^
of the *'muckrakers*' ; but how the public ate it upl
The second "revolutionary** was Cyrus H.K. Curtis. Kis
Saturday Eveninp:. Post and Ladies Home Journal added a new touch
In seeking after popular appeal. Working through editors^ George
Horace Lorimer and Edward Bok, he presented the public with an
interesting and appealing view of business. This uncanny shrewd-|
ness paid off, for the average Amierican herein found someone who
would present him with a so-called success formula, without troub
ling the individual *s mental apparatus. Reaction was immediate;
circulation figures of this type of magazine soon hit the one
million mark. The revolution led by Munsey, McClure, Curtis,
Lorimer, and Bok had put magazine publishing into mass productiorl
j
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For the great triumvirate of the nineties, for the "quality
i
group", for the professorial Atl antic
,
this turn of events v/as
ominous. Time, they had their loyal followers; hut they lost ad-
vertising to the newcomers; they lost authors and artists v/ho
preferred a check for ^1,000 to one for |150.00; and they lost
prestige. Financially there began a slow downward trend. It
was at this poitit, during the spring of 1908^ that the publishers
of The Atlantic Monthly
.
Houghton, Mifflin and Company, reorgan-
ized their business, and they found it wise to sell the magazine
to Mr. Ellery Sedgwick of New York. The new Atlantic was about
to be conceived. And in the laoor of its birth it was to be
saved from failure by this same Ellery Sedgwick.
,i|
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CHAPTER II
Ellery Sedgwick, The Man
ou Background
In order to understand the problems confronting Ellery
Sedgwick in his relationship to the Atlantic
,
we have attempted
to develop the history of the m^agazine from its inception,
through the expansion and revolution phases of magazine produc-
tion, to the beginning of the new era in 1908 when Sedgwick
assumed active control of the periodical's destiny. On a par-
allel course, we shall now draw a sketch of the rise of Ellery
Sedgwick to the editorial chair of the Atlantic
Ellery Sedgwick was born in New York City on B^ebruary 27»
1872, the son of Henry Dwight and Henrietta (Ellery) Sedgwick.
He came of staunch New England stock; and in due time his New
York home was forsaken for the more ancestral surroundings of
the homestead in Stockbridge, Massachusetts. He was reared in
a caheful Episcopal environment that was as typical of well-to-
do New England families as it was conducive to intellectual de-
velopment and an appreciation of the finer moments of life. By
some mysterious process quite characteristic of his background,
it was assumed that he would follow the footsteps of father,
uncle, and grandfather in the practice of the law. Everything
was prepared for this boy. Sedgwick had a family tradition that
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living; and he was graced with a fine mind with which to aoprec-
iate and comprehend the culture and heritage he had inherited.
It would have been quite simple for a person in such fortunate
circumstances to forsake the adventure of life, and rest content'’
edly within the protection of the family name and position. But
strangely enough, few prominent New Englanders have failed to
measure up to their duties in life. Their industriousness is a
lasting tribute to the common sense of these lauded "Yankees."
Sedgwick was no exception, and early in his maturation process,
he developed a warm sympathy for people, coupled v^ith an under-
standing of life. Perhaps the one great family disaster mellowec.
him, but in any event the threatened loss of the ancestral estat(!
in Stockbridge, due to financial reasons, gave the young man a
deep insight into the experiences of life and the tides of fate.
b. Education
Sedgwick’s education was of excellent quality and, of course,
it followed the established tradition. Ke prepared at the
Groton School. Subjected to the rigors of the exact supervision
of Groton, Sedgw’ick disciplined his mind and harnessed his ener-
gies. Ke was never the athlete; his time was spent reading pro-
digiously and conversing at length with the school's famous
headmaster. Dr. Peabody, on whom he made a favorable impression.
In the fall of 1890, he entered Harvard College. He was gradu-
ated from Harvard in 169‘4 with the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
His education followed the classical form. At Harvard, Sedgwick'
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writing. One of the most am.azing attributes that young Sedgwlcl
possessed was his almost uncanny ability to meet and make the
acquaintance of famous personalities. Whether through premedi-
tated plan or through complete accident, he built up a valuable
list of influential people. He was on speaking term.s with
G-rover Cleveland, George Lyman Kittredge, Horace Scudder, V/alter
Hines Page, Charles W. Eliot, and, of course, his uncle, Profess-
or Francis James Child. There is no doubt at all that Sedgwick
possessed the natural ability, personality, and academic train-
ing to succeed, but it must. not be overlooked that his circle
of friends was m.ost powerful in the field in which his career
was to be laid. It is not unfair to nira to state that these
mien did much to hasten him on the road to success. It could be
surmised, and not Incorrectly, tnat Sedgwick early saw the ad-
vantages of influential acquaintances. His business acumen was
certainly not confined to editorial manageiment.
Were one to seek a man with a complete liberal education,
Ellery Sedgwick would be an ideal candidate. His college life
was a continuous round of classical studies, English, history,
and philosopny. He studied the .masters in an era that to many
remains the glorious heyday of Harvard College. Sedgwick camie
under the spell of Child, Lowell, Rojce, James, and Santayana.
He listened intently, read greatly, and planned carefully. He
came away from college with a definite philosophy of life. He
came away from college a man. Sedgwick aptly summiarizes his
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What ought a boy to carry away from college?
Facts are convenient but of little value compared
with knowledge of how to read shutting out every
avenue of consciou,sness except the single road
which he i s traveling; to understand just why two
and two make four; to know a man when he sees one -
all these are cheap at cost of three or four years.
But there is something else, which if the student
understands it, and few do, is a possession of great
price. The boy has lived in a community free from
the grosser iniquities of the world, a society of
scholars to whom learning is its own am.ple return,
a republic where the crown of the olive is the un-
material reward. And if the young graduate is wise
as well as knowledgeable his diploma will tell him
that in all this world there is no such fun as
learning to understand. ' 23
.
[t would be difficult not to admire a man v/ho possesses an ideal
appreciation of learning and its value in life such as Sedgwick
ioes; it is to our profit and interest that we pause to absorb
3ome of his humanity.
£. Philosophy of Life
Sedgwick was interested in tne Orient. Many times and many
seasons found him wandering the strange corridors of tne Far
Sast. he seemed to derive comfort and strength from tne basic
serenity of the Oriental mind. This interest was reflected in
lis personal philosophy, which he tells us is borrowed from the
Sast. He has alv;ays maintained that all life is one. **A single
fiver flows through all creation, and tnere is one-ness in life
Lf not in its manifestations." 24 The logical outgrowth of
23 Ellery Sedgwick, The Happy Pro fession , (Boston: The
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such a basic belief is a feelins of brotherhood with all human-
ity, and a deep sympathy for the woes and evils of life that ris^
time and time again in seeming triumph over the helpless underdog.
Sedgwick became a liberal, an Intellectual humanitarian. He was
of the people and yet above the people. His keen analytical
mind made him an acute observer, and nis natural sympathy toward
life, prodded him into action against inaction. Because he poss
essed a high degree of intellectual integrity, he found himself,
a man saturated in tradition, breaking with certain traditions.
He had to do this in order to remain firm in his beliefs. And
so Ellery Sedgwick, descended from a family of Republicans, turned
DemiOcrat; so Sedgwick, a man of social standing, befriended the
safecrackers and Bowery bumis; and so Sedgwick, the blue-blooded
Protestant, met Boston's Irish Catholics as their understanding
friend. More than anything else, he was not afraid to think; he
was not afraid to adopt nis thinking to the changing times. Kis
r*ule of life is not static; it is not blindly prejudiced in fav-
3r of one special group or another special group. Sedgwick's
philosophy is based upon the broad principle of unity, to be
Likened to a straight highway with God at one end and humanity
stretched out Indefinitely along the road toward the other end.
Hien one traveler requires assistance it is but a natural thing
jO aid him. Though som.e few miay miove along tne road at a faster
)ace than other people, it is the duty of all to assumie the re-
sponsibility of attemipting to rectify wrong and, elimiinate In-
ustice on the pathway. In broader terms, Mr. Sedgwick adheres
io the Sermon on the Mount and the accepted beliefs of Christiani
r, Ilf boori'tt.i'j wlO' 1 C ,i (l&€t i at ItCiXOC^ OiS£id £ nOi.'2v
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Dhi s rule of life carries over into the political and editorial
spheres in the form of liberalism and a seeking after social
justice
.
tl Experience in the Magazine field.
. Mr. Sedgwick was well prepared for life upon his graduation
;‘rom college, not only by virtue of a particularly even outlook,
but by virtue of a fine impression made as he prepared for his
tfork. For two years (1895 - 1896) he served as a sub-master at
lis alma mater, Groton. In 1896 he made his break, and he entere||i
.nto the world of editing and publishing, In systematic prepar-
ition for such a career, he had served as assistant editor of
® Companion, a Boston magazine. In 1900 through the
'ecommendation of a friend, Walter Hines Page, Sedgwick assumed
:,he position of editor and reorganizer of the failing Frank
eslie * s Popular Monthly . His first official act was to change
fne name to Leslie * s Monthl
~
,
and still later to The American
! lagazine . In his five year reign he not only proved himself an
ible editor who got results, but he showed uncanny ousiness a-
bility. To cite one example: Sedgwick thought the opportunity
fnoice for a salary raise. His employers refused on the basis
ihat they could not afford the increase. The young editor imm-
ediately countered v;ith a fast business scheme that ended in
Jedgwick not only receiving his desired raise, but becoming a
partner in the firm.
It was just such a business ** sixth sense'* that enabled Sedg-
I
lck to sniff bad times. In 1906 he resigned from The Am.erican
agazine , narrowly averting financial ruin by his timely resignation.
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Che financial failare of the periodical was in no way due to
SedgwicK, but was attributable to extremely poor handling of fis-
;al affairs.
Sedgwick then moved in swift succession through the dynamic
itmosphere of Sam McClure training to the general management of
the book department of D. Appleton and Company. In the meantime,
Sedgwick had married Mabel Catot, the daughter of Walter Channing
Jabot (September 23, 1904), and he had set up housekeeping in no
Less a spot than Park Avenue, Ifenhattan. However, this domes tic
-
.ty caused by his marriage was not to ce assumed as a toxen of
settling dovm. The ever alert SedgwicK. mina was working overtime
^he jump from the faintly nostalgic world of D. Appleton and Coin-
)any to active competition in the field of magazine publication
/as formidable, out throughout the first half of 190&, Sedgwick
gravely toed the tight-rope. Now, if never oefore, were his ous-
:.ness ability and his critical judgment to succor him. His att-
empt to become a part of the American magazine hierarchy was
upon him. For in 1908, he began ne_otiations to obtain control
of The Atlantic Monthly .
e. Introduction to the Editorship
This plan to purchase the Atlantic was no overnight- thou bt-
of success. His plan to buy the magazine was as carefully devel-1
oped an idea as Sedgwick's alert, mind insisted that it would be.
Jedgwick wanted to be his own "boss." He had constantly sought a
];ind, sympathetic, considerate, intelligent employer, but he had
never found such a person. As to the Atlantic in particular, his
^wn words best descrise his far-reaching plans.
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The idea took root long helore I left college.
If by hook or crook I could get hold of the Atlantic
I would make a go of it. This ambition did not seem
unmoderate. ...( in 1898) the magazine did not number
five thousand subscribers, and from what I could
learn, the annual deficit, always expected and as
readily realized, was charged to advertising by the
owners, Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin and Company. Div-
orced from this substantial house, the Atlantic would
be Just the type of diminutive business which I thought
I could handle. The magazine was long on tradition....
it was short on realization. . .According to my diagnosis,
what the magazine suffered from was its position as
the very small fifth wheel of a very cumbersome coach.





Sedgwick harbored this desire for fifteen years while he
worked and waited for the right moment. It came quietly in 1908.
Bliss Perry, then editor of the magazine, confided secretly to
,
Bedgwick that he was planning to retire from tne editorial chair
at the conclusion of his tenth year as the guiding inspiration
Df the magazine. This was "the moment", since the publishing
firm was about to reorganize to meet the increased demands made
ipon it by competition. Sedgwick wrote to Mifflin offering to
Duy the magazine. "No offer of marriage was ever formulated witl
a greater infinitude of pains, and when the answer came to say
that Mr. Mifflin was interested and would see and talk with me,
my soul was lifted up." [ 26
'
Talks, regarding the possible pur-
chase of the magazine by Sedgwick, between the publishers, Miff-
lin and Kay, and Sedgwick, began and continued throughout the
winter, out finally an agreement of sale was reached; however,
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junior partnership in the general firm.
The magazine was to be purchased outright for fifty thousand
dollars. The Atlantic with all its tradition, the editorial
Apostolic Succession, the circulation of fifteen thousand copies
and the annual deficit of five thousand dollars, was hereafter
to be entirely under the star of Ellery Sedgwick, its eighth
editor.
"The last deficit had been entered in the Atlantic books."
' 27
,
'27! Ibid . . 156-
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CHAPTER III
Sedgwick and The Atlantic Monthly
a. Policy and Policy Changes
It was in his thirty-seventh year that Ellery Sedgwick
bought control of The Atlantic Monthly . His ambition to edit
the magazine had at last been realized. But the business deal
had been closed in a literary era that bespoke hard times for
the sedate boston puolication of circulation less than fourteen
thousand. At that time, the dignified "literary" magazine of
the class represented by the Century , Harper * s , Scribner '
s
and
the Atlantic appeared to be fighting a lost fi ht. A new sort
of periodical edited for a new public was pushing them to the
wall. It had been discovered that for every hundred thousand
readers of the older type of discreet and sober monthly .here
were millions v/ho cared nothing about literary quality; who
wanted everything simplified and sensationalized, but who could
and would read magazines which did not tax their minds. 28 If a
ma azine had a million readers, instead of a hundred thousand,
it could ^et the advertising v;hich brought financial success
and have enough money left over to outbid the more conservative
journals for successful writers. The result of this discovery
was a stampede among New York editors to this writer and that,
to this idea and tlx- t, which might please the millions. Snappy
fiction paid regardless of quality, if only the proper titles
were attached to it. The New York editors would pay
2B F. L. Allen
,
"The American Iia.gazine G-rows Up,"
The Atlantic Monthly
.
CLXXX (November, 19^7), 79'
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thousands for the snappiness and the catchy title. Discussions
of religion, of controversial subjects, might offend somebody
and decrease the circulation (and thus the advertising). In
place of such topics were put success stories and hints on the
home beautiful.
The new journalism succeeded enormously. Though the best
of the older magazines stuck bravely to their traditions, they
saw a time approaching when they might be outbidden for manu-
scripts, outclassed in circulation, and forsaken by advertisers.
It began to look as if the only way to succeed was to vulgarize.
In the midst of such conditions, what were Sedgwick’s poli-f
cies to be? It must not be assumed that Sedgwick was ignorant
of this trend. He had learned the terrific hazards of the new
journalism in those years when, as he later expressed it, he
"jumped from the sinking raft to sinking raft," (29' and he had
studied at close range the methods and the hysteria of the moder|i
manner of magazine reporting. He felt that there must be enough
people in the coimtry who cordially dislixed "hack" journalism
to make possible the successful publication of a magazine with
utterly different aims - thus did Sedgwick commence his editor-
ial experiment.
He did not aim at a huge audience of newstand buyers; he
aimed at a small audience of intelligent men and women who
would subscribe in advance and keep on subscribing year after
year if the magazine satisfied them. Statistics to be present-
ed i n another chapter will bear out this stat e ment
.
(59T F. L. Allen, "Sedgwick and the Atlantic" . Outlook .
LC (December 26, 1928), 1406.
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In the formation of this new policy Sedgwick had teamed
with MacGregor Jenkins, long connected with the magazine under
Houghton, Mifflin. To the shrewd Scotch common- sense of Mr.
Jenkins is attributed in part the extraordinarily successful
business management of the company. but Jenkins was also one
of the keenest appraisers of public taste in the country. '30/
He seemed to sense an audience as a real thing, not an ideal,
hypothesis, or circulation curve. He knew what Americans of a
certain level read. Through this ability he kept the Atlantic '
s
feet on the ground. Certain critics such as Allen, "Whipple,
and Synder believe that the Atlantic had no set policy and can-
not have a set policy. It just published what it thought would i
give its readers pleasure or stimulation. That meant what
j
Hllery Sedgwick liked, and of which Jenkins approved, for the
editor is usually the magazine.
!
The well-matched pair changed the Atlantic . They wanted |l
it to succeed, and they v/ere not content with the traditional
j|
few thousand readers. They studied how to get more, wording on
j
the encouraging theory that "the average American man or woman
was much more interested in the discussion of important question^
and much more appreciative of good writing than most magazine
publishers thought. (31' It was an important moment in the •
cleavage between the estheric-literary tradition and the new
sociological-ideas culture.
(30, Leon V/hipole, "The Revolution on (Quality Street" Survey
LVII (Nov.
^
1926), 122. ^ '
(31 Ibid. . 122.
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t Introduction of New Ideas and Techniques
The adoption of a policy to please the public presupposes
an acquaintance with the public and a means to reach the public.
The New England background of the Atlantic could certainly not be
mistaken for the American flavor. Sedgwick realized this fact
only too well. He proposed to retain the prestige and tradition
of the magazine, while he endeavored to instill an international
human flavor into the contents. As a first step in this direc-
tion, he compiled a list of thousands of successful Americans
in all forms of business and professions, in all sections of the
nation, in several economic strata. Promotion matter was sent
to this list; the reply was instantaneous and overwhelming.
Circulation leaped, because they had found what was at the time
an untouched field with almost unlimited possibilities. The
average successful man was interested in good things. Here, in
timely articles written in good form, v/as Sedgwick's first gift
to his revolutionary experiment sgainst the modern sensational
journalism.
But as the editor discovered, the new reader demanded th^
the treatment of these fine things should be interesting. He
would not accept a portion of dullness to receive a share of
value. No. one will contest the opinion that skillful promotion
can lift circulation, but an alert editor has to keep the reader
in order to succeed. If a good thing does not interest him, he
v/ill turn to something inferior which does. This movement toward
li
the sensational magazine was a trend that was happening constant-|'
d)ii:’ing the first decade of the twentieth century, and for
j
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that matter, is a conspicious repeater today. Sedgwick met
this difficulty oy bringing the reader to the writer. The
quality reader was to be found in odd places, and he was likely
to want various strange things, but Sedgwick and his Altantic
were willing to take him wherever he was. Thus, he found L.
Adams Beck in a Zen monastery in Kyoto, Japan, Opal V*hitely in
a Western lumber camp, the Parson Edward Lewis at a Catholic
Shrine in Assisi, and he brought them to Elinore Rupert, the
Homesteader, or to Ada Cross, Souths. African philosopher.
Sedgwick had long realized that the sober brown Atlantic
cover, with the contents clearly printed on it, was with this
audience an asset as valuable as a trade-mark. He himself, and
many of his friends, enjoyed essays and cared little for fiction
he decided to reduce the fiction to a minimum and cultivate the
essay. He made no effort to purchase names in competition with
the new journalism; they cost too much for one thing, and the
readers he had in mind cared less for the label than for the
quality of the goods. He relied chiefly upon new writers v/ho
would be glad to appear in the Atlantic regardless of the size
of the check, and upon professors, scientific men, professional
men, business men, to whom writing was an avocation but who
could Sipeak with authority and conviction in the field of their
special competence. And instead of editing for a mythical
general public, he edited for himself and tried to find for the
Atlantic the sort of reader who liked what he did.
These innovations ran directly counter to that of the new
journalism. Ellery SedgwicK resolved that the Atlantic should
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;face the whole of life, its riddles, its adventures; the criti-
(jjal questions of the day, the problems of the human heart; no
,
Subject should be taboo if it were discussed discreetly. The
|.tlantlc
,
as it toolc shape under his hands, dealt informatively




6mic, social, international - but not with them alone. Sedgwick's
ii
most absorbing interest was in the human predicament and the
human reaction to it. He was curious to know what it felt liice
to other people to be young, to be middle-aged, to be old; what
^
I
it felt liice to be handicapped by physical infirmity, to be in




32 '. personal confessions, first-hand narra-
tives of adventure - the story of a British officer held captive
jj
on a Chinese Junk, or the statement of "Al" Smith on the question
||
of Church and State. True, others had printed "human documents"
|





Home Journal largely upon them; but Sedgwick gave the !i
!i
form a new dignity and subtlety, and always what he sought was
j
not the physical adventure so much as the spiritual one. :i
^ Sedgwick's method of editing was simple. He kept a sharp
lookout for promising material among the ma.nuscrip ts suomitted to '
him, never forgetting that even in an unpromising manuscript therd
may be the germ of a valuable feature. He would read thoroughly
|
the New York Times and the London Times, keeping abreast of the
I
news of the v;orld; thus he would make up his mind what were the
vital problems to which the Atlaj3 tlf> must address itself. He
^
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dined out frequently, listened to the talk, and noticed what
active minded people were thinking about. In addition, he
kept up a voluminous correspondence with all types of humanity,
in an effort to seek out information, opinion, or advice about
writers and their work. Sedgwick's boundless energy and his
expansive personality were infused into the magazine with the
result that his technique of editorship was a success in a
world of increasing competition.
C Development of the Magazine Under His Inspiration
Sedgwick's technique was amazingly successful. After 190^
the circulation of the Atlantic increased slowly and almost un-
interruptedly from less than fourteen thousand to a high of one
hundred and twenty nine thousand in 1926.
When he undertook the editorship of the Atlantic
.
Sedgwicl|
made haste slowly. He changed its program gradually, assuring
jhimself of new readers before he risked losing the old. He did
not try to push the circulation up overnight; he helped it to
grow naturally. He paid small salaries, and he put a limit on
the fees for manuscripts. When an author discovered by Sedgw icK.
found that he could get higher rates elsewhere, Sedgwick was
quite content to let him go, realizing that a changing list of
authors was not only economical, but it lent variety and unexpec'^
edness to the magazine. When he had a successful feature to
llaunch, he made sure that the publicity and circulation efforts
i'
'Were ingeniously contrived and oerfectl/ timed, but he did not
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ij
overplay his hand. For example, he ordered, at first, only
J
•[
twenty four thousand extra cooies of the issue containing G-ov- |
'I
ii
ernor Smith's article on Church and State. Another editor
J
i
might have put on an extra hundred thousand; Sedgwick preferred '
to play safe, realizing that a sold-out edition is always a goodj'
advertisement. 3^' |i
He always utilized to the utmost the prestige of the At-
lantic s name. New writers were given to feel that the privile^p
of appearing in the Atlantic constituted a sort of payment in
|
I
itself and justified a modest check. Subscribers were given to
||
feel that they were not simply subscribing to a magazine but !
I
entering a charmed circle, fonning a national cultural institu-
|
I
tion. This psychological approach was good business, and fig- ^
ii
ures showed the financial success of such thinking. The reputa-|
tion of the Atlantic had its value in dollars and cents, and
j
Sedgwick's careful direction of the magazine with this tradi-
tional thought in mind brought satisfaction to both the reader
and the editor. It should be mentioned that Sedgwicx's name was
never featured in the advertising. He kept himself in the back-
ground; it was the Atlanti c that occupied the spotlight.
d Relationship with the Publisher and the Public
As Frederick Allen comments in his article "The American
Magazine G-rows Up": i
The lesson was reasonably clear. V/hat had caused I
the procession to the literary graveyard was not a
vulgarizing of American taste or even the rise of
|
the mass-production principle in .lournalism, so '
(34) Ibid. . l4o5.
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much as the editorial - and business - complacency
of the one time leaders of the American magazine
world. Unable to find their way out of the ivory
towers of learned gentility into the flesh-and-
blood world of affairs, they had gradually lost
touch with American leadership. Only those among
them who were able to rediscover the stuff of
life were able to carry on. 35
This, fortunately, SedgwicK was able to do. He was pub-
lisher and editor. His word was law. His main concern was
that the magazine be read. No matter hov/ fine a magazine may
be from the literary or editorial viewpoint, if it is not read
or sold, it is a failure. It appears that in this respect
Sedgwick was as much a smart business man as he was an efficient
editor. The principle of quality and salesmanship is a theory
of both good business and editorship.
Thus, it was not strange that, driven by the necessity of
professional conditions, his magazine challenged the public
status quo in order to gain reader interest. It is obvious
that agreement with the majority would succeed in lifting but
few eyebrows. But, by the introduction of controversial matter
and critical questions, reader interest could be stimulated.
He did not believe in the debate or forum for the pages of his
magazine, but he did allow the opponents representing the two
j
sides of a topic to state their respective cases, if they prom-
ised a two fisted argument. SedgwicK also believed tnat the pubi
lie should deduce the editor’s beliefs on a particular problem
by inference from the manner in which the editor handles a par-
ticular question.
55 F. ii. Allen, '^The American Magazine G-rows Uo,'^ The Atlantic
Monthly
.
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I4r. Donald Synder, a close friend of Sedgwicic's and the
present publisher of the magazine discussed Sedgwick's notion of
the purpose of the magazine in these terms:
From a purely literary point of view the mag-
azine was to give ideas to the public. At first,
this was accomplished by using contributed articles.
This might be contrasted to the staff-written fact
technique of such modern magazine as Time and News-
week .
The public is not anymore enlightened or con-
sciously aware of ideas today than they were in
Sedgwick's time or before his time. But by a more
skillful use and adaptation of idea-packaging and
advertising exploitation the methods for reaching
the people have been improved: their likes are
better known, consequently they are played up. (36'
Mr. Synder agreed with the author that Sedgwicx's greatest
innovation was founding the Atlantic Papers . They were articles
of topical interest written by men of affairs. The immediate
effect of such an insertion was to bring the magazine from out
of the Ivory Tower, to within the grasp of an interested ques-
tioning public. Here was refined sensationalism tuned to the
times
.
Such a positive approach to the public was certain to pro-
mote response. Affirmations were not long in coming. The
Prospectus for 1913 said.
Of late years the appeal which the Atlantic makes
to men active in commercial life has widened and
deepened. Notable is its interest in and intelligent
handling of the problems of science and religion.
A New York Times book review mentions:
There is no arguing the question the Atlantic
Monthly is not the staid magazine that refreshed
our .^grandfathers . It has grown lively during
( 36 ' Interview with Mr. Donald Synder, Inarch 7 , 1948
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recent years; it has moved with the times, and finely
enough, yet retained that dignified composure that
is associated with it. In other v/ords
,
the editors
have brought it up to date but have done it in such
a skillful manner that old readers will hardly guess
that the magazine is moving on from their conserva-
tive views. (37)
It was forever Sedgwick's plan to keep the Atlantic before
the public eye. Ke encouraged letters from the readers and
often times the more interesting ones were answered in person by
Sedgwick. He expanded the field of influence oy periodically
introducing to the public such sidelights as Atlantic Narratives




and the Atlantl( ;
essay contest for college students. The purpose behind such
measures was two fold:
1. To further the influence of the Atlantic
Monthly Company
2. To reap additional funds from once used
works
Sedgwick's unique positions as owner, editor, and pub-
lisher enabled him to conduct the magazine with a free hand.
As we have seen his acute business sense, his exceptional edi-
torial ability, and his great liking for life combined to give
the public a magazine interesting to them, worthy of literary
value, and financially rewarding to Sedgwick himself.
l37] Book review in the New York Times. January 15, 1942. p. 7.
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CHAPTER IV
Sedgwick's Atlantic and Life
a- Attitude toward Literature
In his charming autobiography, The Happy Profession, Ellery
3edgwick professed "to hold good writing as the art above the
arts and to forgive him much who can write like an Angel." ''36;
This statement in essence describes Sedgwick's personal feelings
toward literature. No man as acutely appreciative of the drama
pf life as Sedgwick undoubtedly is could fail to feel and enjoy
he power of literature. From his early youth to his last days
as editor of the Atlantic he was an avid reader of the literature
5f many lands. His ability to understand human nature and his
jurioslty to seek out the riddles of humanity sought ever a sol-
ition in the written expressions of the world's great figures.
[t is a not too obvious observation to make that an able editor
leed not possess a mind or a temperament capable of grasping the
neaning of literature. Fortunately, Ellery Sedgwick possessed
lot only that nice balance of recognizing great literature when
le saw it, buL the Journalistic acumen to present it to the pub-
lic in a manner that brought them back for more. It was the com-
lination of this feeling toward the art of writine^ and his prof-
ession of editing that made The Atlantic Monthly Company a sec-
ire investm.ent in the era of biting competition. Sedgwick had
Sedgwick, The Happy Profession
, pJ32
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more thsn a desire to cut himself a piece of the financial pie
of success; he sincerely desired to bring to the public a maga-
zine capable of representing the higher ideals of literature.
It must not be overlooked, however, that although Sedgwick had
pledged his Atlantic to a continuation of the magazine's tradi-
tional high standards, the magazine was a business venture en-
tered into with a fair assurance of profitable success. This
combination of smari. business administration and a well written
periodical formed the picture of the magazine's attitude towards
literature. Actually, the working attitude was a compromise.
The editor, a man of education, taste, appreciation of literatur
and possessing no small measure of literary ability himself, was
sworn to the publication of a periodical combining the best and
most interesting features of contemporary literature assembled
and presented to a select audience so as to warrant their apprec
iation of the value and worth of the articles.
The move toward contemporary reporting was a revision of
the ma azine's previous policy before the Sedgwic/C regime. No
more wvis the emphasis on disinterested art such as "Some Death
Masks of Keats"^9 or "Recent iiooks about ShaKespeare"^^' or "The
Art of nalzac"'^^; human affairs held the forefront. It was
Sedgwick's intent to make the story of life as appealing and as
unique as possible without lowering the quality of the magazine
to the "hack" stage of several of the pulp weeklies. This
3,
39 The Atlantic Monthly. GI (19C8), 72 ff.
4C Ibid., XGV (19"02), 189 ff.
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delicate handling called for an editor who both recognized and
could present to a reader a vital topic of the day. Sedgwick
had this knack; and it was Ellery Sedgwick's consummate journal-
istic ability that had made him one of the two or three really
great magazine editors in this country, and one of the strongest
forces for the regeneration of periodical publishing. Regarding
Sedgwick's power to give the world notewortny contemporary lit-
erature tuned to tne interests of a reading public, F.L. Allen a
former editorial associate of Sedgv/ick's claims.
In a dark day for American letters and journal-
ism he proved that a magazine oi distincLlon, edited
for people of fastidious taste, could be made to pay
dividends; and he (Sedgwick) has subsequently proved
that such a magazine can be carried on with continu-
ing success even in a day when fad follows fad with
bevaldering rapidity. ( 42 :
b. Analysis of Sedgwick's Ideas with Relation to the
Field of Literature
Ellery Sedgv/ick carried on his multitudinous duties as edi-
tor of The Atlantic Monthly from a large office overlooking the
Boston Public G-arden. On his manuscript ridden desk there rest-
ed a carefully prepared
,
slogan - the v/ords of Edward Fitzgerald
"The power of writing one fine line transcends all the able-edit-
or ability in this ably-edited universe." .43, Sedgwick carried
this dictum with him; it was a part of his makeup and, consequen
ly, it was a part of the makeup of the magazine. To a very larg^
degree it was this formula, if it can be called such, that
(4^ F.L. Allen, "Sedgwick and tne Atlantic", Outlook CL
(December 28, 1926), 1406. ^
^3 Sedgwick, The Happy Profession . XIII.

50
determined Sedgwick's uncanny sense lor picking authors and manu-
scripts out of thin air. For example, some interesting person
might treriible in his v/eb of contacts, he would write a letter,
and then he would draw his net, finally he would print the life
distillation of someone who had lived and thought until he had
something to say.
In fitting tribute to Mr. Sedgv/ick's awareness of a work
with literary merit the outline of his meeting with Jam.es Hilton
is herein recounted:
It v/as delightful, that first meeting, for by a
masterpiece of luck I had in miy pocket the key to
Hilton's fortune. I held the contract for Mr. Chips
. . . .obviously the manuscript was short for a volume
of conventional size, but Mr. Chips furnished a case
apart and from the moment I first read the story for
the Atlantic, I knew it was born for permanence
On my voyage home I had all the Hilton novels in my
gripsack. Everything delighted but nothing surprised
me. When Mr. Chips v;as published and its editions
shot skyward, then and then only his other novels,
notably Lost Horizon, caught fire and the Hilton
bonfire v/as the blaze of the year. That fire has
not died down. 44
Sedgwick's sense of perception of the possibilities hidden
in apparently hopeless material more than once enabled the Atlan-
tic to score a literary "scoop" for the magazine's patrons. A
series of letters - personal letters describing life as it looked
to a wornian in the West - once came into his m.ail tray by the
merest chance. They were not typewritten; they were crudely
scrawled on coarse paper, full of md s- spelling and doubtful
grammar. Probably nine editors out of ten would have thrown
them out with only the most cursory reading. But Sedgwick saw
44 Sedgwick, The Happv Profession. p. 227-228
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that they were racy, entertaining, genuine. The writing could
easily be corrected - and was.'^^ result was one of the most
popular series of papers that the Atlantic had ever printed. It
was the heart warmin^ story of Elinore Rupert Stewart, the
V/oman Homesteader, wno found that life in a remote corner of
'Wyoming could be fascinating and worth telling other people
about. She was a young widow with a two-year-old daughter. Her
husband had been Killed in a train v^reck, and she found herself
without a friend. She determined to turn to homesteading and
stake out a claim of her own in the world. After an adventurous
year, she wrote an account of her experiences which were trans-
mitted to the office of Ellery Sedgwick. There seemed to be one
adventure after another. Every settler had his own story to tell
Mrs. Stewart, the tale to be relayed to the Atlantic . The
Woman Homesteader never tolerated a dull day. From getting lost
in the snow, to cooking Christmas dinner, to inducing the town's
most eligible bacnelor to marry the community's nicest girl,
Elinore Stewart ran the gauntlet of common everyday experiences,
but under what seemed to be the most extraordinary conditions of
living. Her popular appeal to reader interest was found in her
simple direct manner of handling all situations, whether they
were critic- 1 or
45 It xnay be mentioned here that the uniformity of Atlantic
usage of grammar is due to the compilation of st ndard
editorial usage policy made in JL921 b^ George d . Ives
witn the cooperation o : Ellery Sedgwick.
In general the compendium of the Atlantic Usage differs
from customary practice in one instance: the magazine
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'outine. She wanted no sympathy for her lot in life. The Atlan-
;,
ic reader could have nothing but admiration for this type of
sourage
.
The Sedgwick capacity for visualizing literary value led the
Atlantic into one of the most interesting and yet mysterious
dissociations of modern periodical writing. Late one afternoon
in September of 1920, a young hopeful entered his office with a
ihanuscript
,
The Fairyland Around Us. Her name v/as Opal V/hiteley,
ind to this very day people still ask whether *'0pal Whiteley is
L genius, a clever faker, or just a dreamer of fantastic dreams?'*
iledgwick found little value in Opal's manuscript, but he found
]ier personality fascinating. A conversation revealed that the
imaginative girl of twenty-two had kept a diary of her years
jpent in the various lumber cam.ps of the Pacific Northwest. Opal
lad been an orphan adopted by I'-ir. and Mrs. C.E. Whitely. The
young girl spoke of her royal parents, and she inferred that her
: ‘ather might have been Prince Henri d' Orleans and her mother a
(Laughter of the Maharajah of Udaipur in India. Sedgwick dis-
played interest in the diary, but, alas, it had been destroyed .by
lier jealous step-sister. However, Opal had saved the torn scraps
; n a shoe-box. Sedgv/lck sensed a marvelous piece of imaginative
writing. He placed Opal in his own house, and for nine months
ihe worked piecing her diary together as a preliminary step in
,he preparation for Atlantic publication. The public received
'.he brilliant account of a six year old girl's lii'e among the
.inimals of the forest with comments ranging from acclaim for a
;
fork of imaginative genius to remarks accusing her of clever
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Impersonation. Notwi thstandinG criticism pro and con, the series
was immensely popular. It was not until Profesoor John Manly
Df the University of Chica;iO made, the subtle observation that th^=
j
Large handwriting of a six-^/ean-old would necessitate trunks in-
stead of shoe-boxes in which to carry scraps, that definite doubt
was cast upon Opal Whiteley. In time she disappeared, presumably
to recapture her aristocratic beginnings. She appeared briefly
In India in the full regalia of a descendant of French nobility,
and recently in February, 19^8 » a representative of the Hearst
syndicate found her living in London in abject poverty, a pathet-
ic victim of her own illusions of grandeur. '46'
Sedgwick, from his position as originator and close observer
3f the entire controversy, claims Opal to be a brilliant victim
5f her own highly developed imagination. He does not believe in
the myth of noble parenthood, but he does lean, with the help of
iocumented evidence, which he possesses, in the direction of imm-
igrant parents of French birth. The father, possibly a soldier
3f Henri Bourbon's regiment, may have intrigued her childish mind
tfith the honor of aristocratic breeding to such an extent that
)pal's own personality gave way to an actual belief in her wild
iream. (47)
The New York Times has referred to the Atlantic as a seat of
4^
'cultured New Englandism", inferring that the spirit of derrocrati 3
r46' Irmes Johnson. ''Opal Jhiteley^s Mystic Dream World". The
American Weekly, (March 14, 1948) 14 .
'\1 Sedgwick, The Happy Profession, ^ 268-266 .
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liberplism had never successfully overcome the strongly estao-
lished forces of American conservatism. Perhaps the one out-
standing example of themisrepresentation of the Times assumption
of Atlantic conservatism was SedgwicK's dramatic and sensational
appeal in behalf of Sacco and Vanzetti. Sacco and Vanzetti were
poor boston Italian immigrant working men. Of strongly radical
Socialistic political convictions, they were accused of the deatl:J,
and robbery of a factory paymaster and his guard in Braintree,
Massachusetts, April 15
,
1920 . Both men, as a result of a trial,
were condemned to death. The case was appea led. Seven years
were consumed in delays which seemed to make a travesty of jus-
tice. It would seem that a mark was made upon the soul of those
people who allowed the unfortunate pair, Sacco and Vanzetti, to
suffer mental torture while they awaited a final decision.
It was in the sixth year of this series of appeals to higheij'
courts in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, that SedgwicK found
himself engaged in the controversy. Quite innocently, while va-
cationing in South America, Sedgwick chanced upon a sign in Mon-
tevideo, telling of "El Crimen Del Boston," urging that the work-|
ers of the world unite and s'. ve Sacco and Vanzetti, two innocent
men, from the horror of a political execution. This worldwide
concern for the condemned men was displayed again in London, wheife
Lord Haldane and John Galsworthy pleaded that Sedgwick, as a mag-
azine journalist, should do something about this injustice. Uporj,
his return to Boston, Sedgwick immediately contacted William G.
Thompson, attorney for the defense, and arranged a meeting so th^t
he might learn the story from start to finish from a competent
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authority. Then, for the first time, Sedgwick sensed that what
confronted the juror, journalist, reader or attorney might be
not a crime, but a Cause - the fight for social justice over big-
otry and the struggle for political non-conformists to obtain a
just hearing. After a complete survey of the case, Sedgwick be-
came firmly convinced of the injustice that was being done to
these men, and, gradually, he accepted the view that the men
might, after all, be innocent. Finally, he determined to reopen
the problem to the public through the medium of his magazine.
He did so only after careful consideration, since the men had
been convicted and condeinned, and tne conservative public had
long since labelled any defense of the radicals as "rabble-
rousing." Hov/ever, Sedgwick reasoned differently and he ex-
plained himself:
The part played by the Atlantic in the fateful
drama was to the magazine as well almost a matter of
life or death. By countless readers it was held a
lawless act... which placed the Atlantic directly in
contempt of court. Many went further. .. that a maga-
zine devoted to literature, dedicated to good breeding,
should rouse the rabble by such an article and assault
the due and orderly process of the law - the outrage
was intolerable.
to discuss the case after due process of the law
had completed its orderly course and the men had been
executed, would be but to print a cynical epitaph for
the world to read, and after all, if a magazine is a
living thing, as certainly it ought tobe, it has its
own personal conscience to consult.
Therefore, with such convictions, Sedgwick published an
amazingly revealing article, "The Case of Sacco and Vanzetti"
by Felix Frankfurter, then a Harvard Law School professor. The
49 Ellery Sedgwick, Atlantic Ha rvest
.
(Boston: Little, Brown
and company, 1947 ), p. ^9 .
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article was a careful, studied exposition of tne errors of trie
cirsumstantial evidence used by the prosecution against Sacco
and Vanzetti. It is obvious that Frankfurter was prejudiced in
favor of the defendants. He concludes that, in a large measure,
it seemed that Judge Thayer allowed the court to be unduly im-
pressed by so-called eye-witness accounts, which in many instanc-
es proved to be contradictory, and to be swayed by the American
dislixe of the radical political views held by the two accused
men. Frankfurter sums, up his argument with the challen_ing
statement that "a new trial must not be withheld where in Justici
it is called for because thereby encouragement will be given to
improper demands for a nev: trial. For courts cannot close their
eyes to injustice on account of f'^cility oi abuse. V^ith these
legal canons. as a guide, the outcome ought not to be in doubt.
3o deeply was the popular interest stirred by this article
in the possibility that a miscarriage of justice was being allowf
in the case of Sacco and Vanzetti, that the G-ovemor of Massachu-
setts, in v/hose hands rested the power to pardon, appointed threq
reputable citizens to examine the evidence and to report upon it.
The Board was comprised of President Lowell of Harvard, Judge
Robert Grant, and President- S.W. Stratton of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The report reaffirmed the conviction,
and on August 23, 19^7, the men were executed.
Still convinced of the righteousness of his position,
Sedgwick printed in the Atlantic the recorded last conversation
I
:bf Bartolomeo Vanzetti. The talk between Vanzetti and his fo rmeij
50 Felix Frankfurter^ ""The Case of Sacco and Vanzetti,” The"
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attorney, William G-. Thompson, Vs’as recorded by Thompson and ver-
ified by the death-house guard. The statement reiterates Van-
zetti's firm conviction that he was innocent of crime and that




the printing of two such inflammatory ar-
ticles as Frankfurter's defense of Sacco and Vanzetti and Thomp-
son's "Vanzetti's Last Stcitement"51 caused a great deal of crit-
icism to be levelled at the Atlantic . Judge Grant, a member of
Governor Fuller's board, charged that Sedgwick "had no right to
speak through the magazine. "52 The entire controversy was an
excellent example of Sedgv/ickian sensationalism. The articles
exploded among the puclic like a bomb, and immediately sides for
and against the editorial wisdom of allowing such material to be
printed in a staid, old magazine rose up. Sedgwick had sold his
magazine, however, and he had presented a sensational topic in
v/eil-wri tten
,
carefully considered articles, prepared by two
outstanding men of the legal profession v/ho were certainly not
to be thou-;ht of as extreme radical thinkers. It v^ould seem thal.
Sedgwick had demonstrated the principle that sensational! sm
,
sucIl
as the trial of Sacco and Vanzetti, could be handled intelligent-
ly. The customary p'ory, emotional details of some forms of sen-
sational Journalism were completely lacking in the Atlantic
articles on Sacco and Vanzetti. Sedgwick had endeavored to
maintain the magazine' s standard for printing contemporary
51 William G. Thompson, "Vanzetti^ Last Statement,*^ The
Atlantic Monthly
.
GLkI (February, 1928), 254 ,
52 Sedgwick, Atlantic Harvest
. p. 301.
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material that was both interestin/i; and worth reading.
Although Ellery Sedgwick was an editor, he was not a true
scholar. He usually recognized good literature; he always rec-
ognized good journalism. It was this emphasis on Sedgwick's
ability to sense a sensational journalistic "first" that caused
him his most disastrous error.
During the summer of 1928, Sedgwick received a letter from
a mid-Western woman. Miss Frances V«ilma Minor, in which she
stated that she had in her possession certain hitherto unpub-
lished letters oi' Abraham Lincoln and Ann Rutledge. Sedgwick
was at first frankly Skeptical of their authenticity, out when
preliminary evidence supported the veracity of Miss Minor's
claim, he launched a full scale investiga tion. If the letters
were proved to ce authentic, Sedgwick mused, then the Atlantic
would have an invaluable piece of both historical material and
journalistic capital. because all investigations appeared to
verify the authenticity of the letters, Sedgwick went so far as
to plan publication of the letters in book form. Consequently,
magazine release of the letters and relative documents was schec^
uled for ohe late fall oi 1928. As Sedgwick explained in his
prologue to the letters entitled "The Discovery - A New Store-
house of Lincoln Material ," 53^ thorough and competent inquiry
into the authenticity of the letters had been carried out, and
reputable scientists and Lincoln students had concluded that Lhd
series v;as the valuable and true story of Lincoln's romance witl:|
Ann Rutled^^e in New Salem, Illinois. And so the letters were
53 Frances lilma Minor, edi tor, "Lincoln, the Lover." The
Atlantic Monthly. CXLII (December, 1928), 838 .
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launched in a three-month, serialized version, complete with
illustrated reproductions of the letters (this reproduction
broke a seventy year Atlantic tradition against illustrations).
As the articles appeared in the winter of 1927-1926, the magni-
tude of the Atlantic discovery was heralded throughout the land;
even the Congressional Library offered to exhioit the papers.
But then, amid the acclaim, the olow fell that placed Sedgwick
and the Atlantic in an extremely embarassing situation.
A group of competent historical critics and Lincoln scholarii
led by Paul M. Angle, Oliver R. Barrett, and Worthington C. Ford
branded the Minor letters as absolute frauds. Dr. Angle, then
secretary of the Lincoln Centennial Association, at present,
Director of the Chicago. His torical Society, in an article called
"The Minor Collection: A Criticism"^^ suiararrized thedevastating
evidence brought to bear by an overw'helming nUijiber of scholars
a ^-inst the truth and accuracy of the Lincoln-Rutledge letters.
Angle's systematic and scholarly analysis of theletters shows
Sedgwick in extremely poor light with regard to his methods of
research and documentation. Angle proved conclusively that cer-
^tain specified facts of the letters were absolute falsehoods
j|and inaccuracies; for example, the use of Spenser's copy book by
‘i
, Ann Rutledge ei hteen years before it was written; or tne state-
ment made by Matilda Cameron, Ann's cousin, that pacxets trav-
elled the Sagamon River during July and August of the year,
nwhile actually the Sagamon River is nothing but a large stream
5^5 Paul M. Angle
,
"The Minor Collection: A Criticism," The
Atlantic Monthly
.
CXLIII (April, 1929), 516-525.
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uoon which nnything larger than a canoe is in danger of ground-
ing. In fact, uhe scholars seriously, and with justification,
questioned the actual existence of Matilda Cameron and Sally
Calhoun, friends of Lincoln and Ann, and also the original poss-
essors of the letters. As Dr. An,^le explained :
Specific discrepancies are added to evidence
of spuriousnesE which the examination of hand-
writing, general content and documentary history
amassed, proof becomes overwhelming. 55
Sedgwick did not have ”a leg to stand on." The facts of
the scholars were all too evident. It seemed as though Sedgv«/ick
would not even oe able to apologize gracefully. But, his editor
ial "With Charity For All," acknowledged his grave mistake based
upon a too superficial investigation of the letters, and a naive
confidence in the respectability and character of the line of
owners who possessed the letters. Nevertheless, with certain de
feat confronting him, Sedgwicx displayed a very unbecoming ob-
stinacy in capitulating. His attitude was a personal stand
against the truth that was particularly foolish for a man in
public life, and an editor of an important magazine, such as he
was, to make. His final defiant words reflect this weakness of
character that refuses a man the courage to admit he has been
duped completely, and while Sedgwick could not deny the inacc-
uracies of the letters, he had to find some value in them in
order to "save face" for publishing them.
To us the letters seemed to furnish a very
interesting explanation of theunexplained change
which came over Lincoln's character in the form-
ative years, and we think then any person whose
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in this material ... evidence that if it is fabric-
;j
ated, nn artist’s hand has been at work.^o i
1
To this day the skilled and clever forger of the great hoax
j
)f the Lincoln-Rutledge papers in unknov/n.
:|
I
In drawing the section on Sedgwick's Atlantic and liters turej
ilo a close, a very interesting question in the connection between;
^ periodical and literature per se may be raised. With specific
jj
ii




With topics of current interest Introduce to the public contemp-
|




values? Or, to. put it in another manner, does the Atlantic . witb
;Lts emphasis on reaching and pleasing an.audience .month by month,
Ibrint literature or does it simply puolish words and accounts of
current happenings? Literature, generally speaxing, is the sum
total of the recorded events of one or all languages. Of necess-;
l.ty, it must deal with the human drama and life with its myriad
j
extensions and intricacies since that is all that man can write
|
libout, and since that is in which man is eternally interested. !
|['herefore on the surface, any broadly applied literary value '
Bhould deal with the question of whether a certain work of liter-i
iture gives depth or shallowness, inspiration or disgust, a true
j




tphese works are artisticly oresented or simoly factually reportedjl
Of course, there are many finer technical aspects of literary val~
il
j|aes that deal with style, expression, and the mechanics of the
{
vriting of literature. Those considerations enter into the field!
I
of literary criticism. To return to the question of whether the
"5^ Ellery Sedgwick, **With Charity For All." The Atlantic
Monthly. CXLIII (February. 1929). 288 d. i
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Atlantic prints literature, the broadest meaning of the term,
literary value, as just defined, must be employed in making a
judgment.
Much reference has been made of Sedgwick’s endeavor lo give
his readers articles on life - life as seen through the eyes of
other men, famous find not so famous; life as it is seen in its
dar.-cest moments and in its briuitest victories; life as it is to
the religious, the blind, the materialistic, life from all over
the world. This is literature because such articles are vfritten
of life, and literature is the recorded acts of life, written and
presented in artistic fashion. Then, are articles depicting con'
temporary life worthy of the title, literature, when judged by a
set of literary values? Yes, the author contends that they are.
For do you not travel the wide range of human experience v/hen
Mary V7ebb tells of the healing power of Nature, or Kans Ooudenho'
explains why he chose the Belgian 'Congo as his home rather than
the leisurely life of the Court of Sch6nbrunn?57 Here is litera-
ture and, if yo-. will, here is style - style both good and bad;
but all types are wonderfully expressive of the emotions that
the author's written words wished to express. It is true that
no Atlantic article will reach the depth and magnif icen ce of a
Divine Comedy or a Hamlet , but as life is played on different
levels, so too is literature produced on different levels. Gan
it be doubted that G-amali el Bradford ' s psychographs of Robert E.
Lee and his aides are distinctive pieces of biographical litera-
ture? Are not the Japanese letters of Lafcadio Hearn as much a
part of literature as the Carlyle- Emerson correspondence?
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John Bannister Tabb's "The Image Maker" and Dallas Lore Sharp's
"The Radium of Romance" first appeared in the Atlantic . Anne
Douglas Sedgwick, Ernest Hemingway, Agnes Repplier all contribut-
sd their talents to the magazine. Articles on the draiiia, ffrench
poets and modern fiction have found space and welcome in Sedg-
wick's Atlantic . The composite picture of Atlantic articles yieljlds
Dne view that in fairness should be made. The Atlantic Monthly
ioes print literature; and the magazine's articles are a type
Df creative work that reflects a knowledge of both the technical
i^uestions of literary history and the raw human material tha.t
goes into the writing of literature.
Such were the inclinations of Sedgwick's editorial ten-
dencies, and such was his ability for detecting the worth of a
person to write literature and of a worn; to contain literary
7alue. From the story of Lester Monks , "Failure, " to the crusad-
ing expose'" of Professor V/illiam T. Ripley, "From Main Street to
Nall Street," the Atlantic forged ahead gaining public support
ind at times, as in Ripley's case, reforming abuses of public tri^jst.
c. Attitude Toward V/ar
World Warl came about the time that the Atlantic was gettingj
tt new policy into full swing, and Sedgwick seized the opportun-
ity brilliantly. He got a fascinating lot of documentary and per
3onal articles from Europe. He went in for the politics of war,
ind out of this grew a permanent monthly depa rtment
,
"The New Worl|i,
jovering international economics, politics, and sociology. He
I
id the commendable thing of presenting the G-erman viewpoint to
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our entrance into the war, and opened his columns to men like
Baron Hugo Munsterberg and Kuno Francke. '58) He believed in
hearing both sides of a question, in giving even unpopular opin-
ions a chance to be aired. His personal sympathies were natur-
ally with England because he had a host of English friends and
liked the English way of life; but he thought Americans ought to
know and would be interested to know what the Germans conceived
themselves to be fighting for. Of course, discussion was not
limited to German statements. Englishmen, Frenchmen, and later,
Americans had ample opportunity to explain a particular belief.
However, once the United States had entered into the war, he
printed nothing but pro-war and pro-victory material. An exam-
ination of the Atlantic during the first twelve months of Ameri-
can participation showed a pretty complete vacuum of any discuss-(
ion, not only of public liberties in war time, but of the terms
of peace the nation should have been discussing based upon dem-
ocratic ideals. Leon 1/Vhipple calls Sedgwick a victim of "the
trap that sanpped at Versailles.". (59) Sedgwick counted Woodroijf
Wilson as one of his two heroes, and for this very reason, it is
strange to discover his complete lack of advance coverage of
Wilson's idealistic platform. In the period from April 19175 to
Pecember 1918, there appeared but two articles which dealt direcf
ly with the question of a peace settlement: "The Fallacy of a
German Peace" by Andre Cheradome, and "The League of Nations"by
Albert Thomas. In the article by Cheradome, the traditional
^ne Atlantic Index 1914-1916.
59 Leon Whipple, "The Revolution on Quality Street". Survey
T vrTTT / lOA 'L/III (November. 1926)^ 124.
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?’rench view of a harsh suppression of German nationalism is dis- ij
3ussed;^*^ while Thomas in "The League of Nations" presented a verjl/
Drief and abstract definition of the concept of the League of NatJl-
Lons.^^ For the most part, the v/ar articles were confined to th4:
jreat mass of personal experience and eye witness reports from
he pens of the men who saw and fought fhe war at close range,
or example, such titles as "Ordinary Seaman, U. S.N." "On a Des-
j
jtroyer off Dogger Banks," "A Reserve Officer Speaks," appear. !
jthese titles typify the sensational aspects of war on an individ-|
ij
[jLial and human plane which appealed so strongly to thereaders backjj
home, who came no nearer to the sound of gunfire than through th^
I
jpages of the Atlantic . Sedgwicx realized that the civilian popu-
llation desired to use the magazine's war stories as a means of
experiencing the dangers and the emotions that had become so com-
non to the combatants. Thus, the emphasis v/as on thepersonal ad-j|
|l
Wnture, the "How I Felt to be Captured and Escape" tale. This
'jtrend in magazine articles concentrated the mind of the reader on
|)ne thought, the successful completion of the war. In order to
^ain this "patriotic" end of victory by concentrating on the Ameij-
Lcan war-effort through personal experience articles, Sedgwick
jexcluded articles dealing with post-war topics from Lhe puolicad
|tion. Herein lies an interesting question of editor- responsibili]|-
i
ty . Should SedgwicK, or any other editor, direct i,he reading
public in a certain vein which has, or might have, a vital posi-
tion in future national events? In 1917-1918, Sedgwick could ha-vje
pC Andre Gheradome, **The Fallacy of a. German Peade," The
Atlantic Monthly
.
CXXI (February, 19 L8), 112- j
6l Albert Thoma s , ^The League of Nations," The Atlantic Monthly.
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published advance ideas on a peace settlement with G-ermany and
the plans for international peace-Keeping organizations. He did
not do this; rather he catered to popular demand for exciting
war stories. If Sedgwick held that a magazine should be employed
as an instrument in promoting a well-informed reading public, in-
formed as to the basic causes and effects of the conflict, he
clearly neglected his duty in this instance of war-time period-
ical writing. If his duty was to supply an eager reading public
with stories from the "front," he afforded them a superior . brand
of personal experience stories that never once sank to the low
level of some Allied Journalism during the Great V/ar. However,
it seems much more in Keeping with the Atlantic ideal of giving
the best in current intellectual thought that Sedgwicx should
have invited discussions and expositions of the most recent
planning for the future. Pernaps it was a case of the editor
being divorced from the man, not exactly an unwise policy in the
competitive world of magazine publishing, but in this instance
his neglect of articles concerned with the maxing of the peace
was a definite indication of short-sightedness. Though Sedgwick
personal contacts were probably more v/orld-wide than American,
his magazine was dependent upon American support for success,
and despite his acknowledged tolerance of all socio-political
movements, Sedgwick believed in the Allied cause. The magazine
attitude as drawn from its pages is what might be expected of a
periodical dependent for financial success upon a nation with
strong national rather than international feelings.
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Sedgwick's Atlantic and its G-olden Age, (1925 - 1938)
fO. Sedgwick and "Big Business"
Ifnen Ellerv Sedgwick bought The Atlantic Monthly from
loughton, Mifflin and Company in 1908 to form the Atlantic Month-
ly Company, he had taken a step new and strange in the tradition-
al oublishinji, house business association of The Atlantic Monthly,
For the first fifty-one years of the raag.azine' s existence, the
periodical had acted as a non . supporting adjunct to a more power-
ful publishing firm. Now, for the first time, the magazine, al-
ready in the "red"; was to be cut adrift as an independent bus-
iness venture. A corporation was formed under the title of The
/Atlantic Monthly Company. A select group of stock holders supp-
lied the initial one hundred thousand dollars to insure purchase
and provide current operating expenses. Of the stock holders,
Ellery Sedgwick held the controlling vote. 62 with MacGregor
Jenkins the next in line. Because the coi-poration was and still
is a private stock company with no issued common stock, there is
no obligation under government regulations to list the names of
stock holders or to file a public financial statement yearly.
In a conversation with the present publisher, treasurer of the
!
corporation, and an admitted stock holder, Mr. Donald Synder;
the author was informed that data and statistics beyond a purely
suriace nature were not to be divulged, since such revelations
62 Upon Mr. Sejgwick's retirement in 1938, his controlling
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1could possibly prove injurious to the interests of the company
(It would seem that competition causes an uncontrollable suspic-
ion in the minds of our alert business men. ). 63
V/ith the advent of Sedgwick, The Atlantic Monthly Company
consisted of a capital stock of #90,000. 64 Today, incorporate
under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, it has a
capital stock of #300 ,000. 65 The first problem confronting
the new company was to erase the yearly deficit of approximately
four thousand dollars. The ideal manner was to boost circula-
tion; this was done as has been shown in the third chapter. In
addition, Sedgwick paid small salaries to his staff of four
people, offered contributors but slight remuneration, cut opera-
ting expenses, and existed himself on a regular salary. As a
result the first year of operation yielded a profit of four
thousand dollars, or a gain of eight thousand dollars over the
previous. By virtue of a different business setup in 1910,
with less government regulation, all the profits of the comp-
any, except nominal expenses, were poured back into the corpor-j
ation, in order to build up the plant and the value of the stocl^
Today, such procedure would not profit the stock holders since
corporation taxation is so great.
Sedgwick's editorial and 'advertising policy paid dividends,
and circulation m.ounted steadily from 1908 - 1928 before the
first break occurred. In an attempt to obtain accurate
63 The inform.ation presented in this chapter is recorded
wholly through either the kindness of talks with Mr. Synder
or U.S. Labor Depart ent statistics.
64 Original outlay #100 ,000 minus #4,000 deficit.
TT.fl, Onvar^nment Statistical abstract. 1946, 131 .
- ,r p. „ i-t «V,’>‘r*ir « * k. -*...» • • I • -• !
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circulation figures, a guarded audit of old Atlantic records was
allowed. Interestingly enough, the record hooks began in 1920
(no data were shoT.m to the author prior to this date)
,
and they
had been kept in long hand in a very unbusiness like fashion.
This is not meant to be a slurring remark, but it seems odd that
such a corporation did not maintain more perm.anent records.
Assuming a circulation of 12,000 in I908, and a steady increase
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TABLE I
YEAR SUBSCRIPTION LISTS NEWSTAND SALES TOTAL
1920 70,345 34,854 105,199
1921 77,784 31,425 109,209
1922 81
, 747 30,813 112,560
1923 82,544 31,764 114,308
1924 85,032 29,488 114,520
1925 84,232 26,789 111,021
1926 82,944 29,289 112,233
1927 85,908 36,643 122,551
1928 92,899 35,924 128,823
1929 96,937 29,378 126,315
1930 95,760 24,605 120,365
1931 87,069 19,800 106 , 869
1932 78,900 18,822 97,722
1953 76,239 15,800 92,039
1934 81,617 15,049 96 , 666
1935 89,975 13,391 103,366
1936 89,963 13,737 103,700
1937 87,676 12,569 100,245
1938 85,037 12,215* 97,242
*12,215 represents the lowest figure attained in newstand
sales. By 19^7 the amount had risen to 35,000. Reasons for
fluctuation will be discussed in the text.
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Agreeing with Frank Mott's research assistant, Mr. J.
Cowley, that Atlantic subscription figures are difficult to ob-
tain, but giving the company the benefit of the doubt, since it
Ls entirely their prerogative to cast out or haul in, we pass on
to the next development of the company.
An odd clause of the purchase contract that Sedgwick had
nade with Houghton, Mifflin and company, bound him to the River-
side Press, a subsidiary printing company of Houghton, Mifflin,
for five years. At the conclusion of this specific length of
time, - :e.'it Sedgwick, his company, and his magazine would be
free to choose their own printer. Sedgwick did just this auid
finally selected a small unknown job printer in Concord, New
lampshire. The printing shop had never before done magazine
work. Sedgwick personally invested heavily in the ousiness, and
le also invested some Atlantic money in order to enlarge facili-
ties. Because of his heavy personal investments, Sedgvdck, in
ais capacity as the leading stock holder, named him.self vice-
president of the newly formed Rumford Publishing Company. Today,
Lt is one of the most specialized printing companies in the coun-
try (magazine publication being the specialty) . The Rumford
Publishing Company is the only active financial connection
Ir. Sedgwick retained after his retirement in 1938 *
^ The Atlantic and Competition
i
DeWolfe Howe, biographer of The Atlantic --.onthly
,
summar-
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this manner "...the magazine has come to stand at the center in-
stead of the circumference of the circle of interests with
which it is interested. "66 This fact is both literally and fig-
uratively true. From a modest commercial venture involving a
small circulation publication of excellent reputation, The
Atlantic Monthly first allied itself with a printing company,
and continued to expand rather than to consolidate. In 1910,
Putnam* s magazine and Sedgwick effected a merger. As the Atlan-
tic found favor with a large'V’and larger public, l^he company res-
ponsible for it expanded by the acquisition of two additional
periodicals - first The House Beautiful
,
then The Livin^g Age.
The success of such expansion encouraged Sedz^.'wlc'k, and he sug-
gested that the Company offer the public books bearing the im-
print of the Atlantic Monthly Press. The first books under such
an arrangement were published in 1917. After a set of negotia-
tions with Little, Brown and Company, a regular series of
ATLANTIC -LITTLE, BRO'WN books be^^an to appear in 1920, supersed-
ing the original Atlantic Monthly Press books. The back of the
title page of such books carry this notation:
ATLANTIC -LITTLE, BROWN Books
are Published by
Little Brovn-i and Company in
association with
The Atlantic Monthly Press
An impartial study of the effect of competition upon the
Atlantic should be prefaced by a series of general statistical
tables, so that a comparison may be seen between the industry as
l|
a whole and the Atlantic maj^azine in particular. Reference to
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Table I will aid in the comparative study of the yearly change
in circulation .figures. The first series of figures to be pre-
sented represent the indices of publishing industrial production
TABLE 2
Indices of Publishing; Industrial Production
fear Index fear Index
1926 92 1932 88
' 1927 93 1933 74
1928 96 1934 75
1929 104 1935 80
1930 97 1936 89
1931 97 1937 99
1938 109
TABLE 3
National Income by Industrial Divi sions
Millions The Publi shing Industry
Dollars)
fear Income Year Income
1929 2191 1934 1366
1930 2026 1935 1490
1931 1609 1936 1676
1932 1110 1937 1876
1933 1166 1938 1619
73
67
In the complete field of industrial divisions the publish-
ing industry runs below agriculture, textiles, and transporta-
tion in the matter of national 'income.
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Publishing: Receipts and Circulat ion 1929 - 1939
lear 1929
a. Periodicals 2,676,262
b. Subscriptions and Sales 184,545
c. Advertising 522,900


























The tables reproduced above serve to fill one paramount pur4
pose. In themselves they reflect both the general trend of in-
'dustry in the period 1925 - 1938 and the movement of the publish-
jing industry subject to the periodic workings of the economic
iDuslness cycle. By comparing Table I, the chart of the Atl antic
Circulation figures with the publishers' indices, the division
!
of national income, and the aggregated circulation of monthly
!
periodicals, it can be seen that the respective circulation dropsj
average approximately the same percentage loss.
" 66 U. 3 . Statistical Abstract - Gov't Printing Of fice^ , 194^ , 251,
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For the industry as a whole, the period 1931--1933 found a de-
crease of 18% in circulation, while the Atlantic suffered a de-
crease of 14^. In corresponding fashion, production indices, th(
accumulative factor representing all determinants of a given in-
dustry, would follow suit, and total publishing income would
naturally reflect a financial decrease by virtue of a circulatioi
drop. The figures tend to prove that the Atlantic suffered no
more than any of her rivals in the reader market. Conditions
leading to a decrease in circulations were due largely to the
economic depression of the 1930' s, rather than to a slackening
interest in Atlantic material. The nation was in the midst of a
critical crisis where bread and butter counted more than magazin«
articles, no matter how excellent.
So much for the cold statistics. As most business executives
admit, there is always a human element present in every trans-
action, be it good or bad. These ^ides never reach the table
or the graph or the economic analysis, but they represent a def-
inite marker on the road up or the road down. If the Table I
were to be studied with emphasis on the decreasing curve of the
Atlantic newstand sales, it might be correctlv surmised that had
news sales not slumped the Atlantic would have weathered the de-
pression era with a large amount of black ink. Of course, it
may be argued that newstand sales more accurately determine pub-
lic approval or public financial hardships than do subscription
lists, for the man in the street, the hit and miss magazine pur-
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undoubtedly true, out the Atlantic staff held a different view
|
of the newstand sales. An interview with Miss Madeline G-oddard,
|
Ellery Sedgwick's long-time personal secretary, might run like
thi s
:
Harpers (apparently considered to be the Atlantic '
s
top intellectual rival) and the Atlantic continued to
slump in newstand sales after the depression with an
all-time low of 12,215 registered in 1938 • Some of
the contributing factors for this loss were:
1. National economic conditions
2. Competition of the more sensational magazines
3. Lack of an appealing cover design to exploit
newstand sales
4.
The determination of Mr. Sedgwick to refuse to
I
chamge the cover to a more lurid appearance.
i
I
Mr. Donald Synder has corroborated these reasons, and added the
significant fact that Ninetieth Anniversary edition of the
Atlantic (November^ 194?) had an increase in newstand sales of |
fifty percent due in great measure to a radical new cover de-
sign that emphasized the listing of the magazine, and a bright
new color scheme with which to attract the casual passerby. I
I I
Although no mention was made of an advertising program, it •
seems logical to state that the Ninetieth Anniversary number was
issued to the public with a cleverly prepared publicity cam-
paign that aided the attraction of a colorful cover considerably!.
I
That newstand sales were hindered by poor packaging tech- i
:
nlque due to Mr. Sedgwick's reluctance to alter a traditional
|
^ design, is in itself, strange, since Sedgwick saw fit to change
j
the cover format six times. 69 (gxamples included). And yet !
39 The Atlantic Contest Booklet - 1946, 12. !
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he refused to change it redically enough to increase circulationJ
This is definitely s shortco.ning of Sedgwick's, and the results ,
are plain in the booK of circulation statistics. Indeed, in all
fairness to the man, the loss of circulation cannot be fully as-
cribed to nis reluctance to alter the cover design; but it is
entirely v;ithin the scope of this thesis to uncover and place in
its proper position both the oversights and undersights of per-
sons responsible for the destiny of the Atlantic . Today, the
new cover and the increased newstand circulation of 35jCCO point
emphatically at a flaw in the 193C planning of Sedgv/ick.
Notwithstanding his mistakes, Sedgwick had placed the maga-
zine and his company on a- stable financial basis. When he had
assumed the editorship, the magazine had been selling for thirty-
five cents on the nev;stands and a yearly subscription rate of
four dollars. He advanced the price to forty cents per issue.
This policy of price increase was in line with increasing costs
of production.
In size, the magazine had. increased from a first issue
( 1857 ) measurement of eight and one-quarter incnes by five and
one-quarter inches to a Sedgwick size of nine and three-eights
inches by six inches. From a sma.ll print, anonymously written,
colorless magazine, it had developed into an attractively print-
ed, color designed publication with an average monthly circula-
tion of 120,000 subscribers. Its average circulation repres-
ented aoout one percent of the national average circulation of
i
all monthly periodicals, and the Income of the magazine repres-
ented roughly four percent of the industry's income.
In a world of bitter competition, wnere at least twenty
popular monthlies possessed a circulation of well over one mill-
ion, the Atlantic possessed a respected and secure niche in the
world ol literature as well as in the world of ”big business”
competition. For the sake of those who might be interested in
tne publications with a circulation of more than one million, a
li st'^’included herein.
Circulations Over One Million
The Reader ' s Digest
Ladies Home Journal








- 3 , 691,238





Farm Journal and Farmer * s Wife - 2
,
540,092





American Home - 2
, 345,775
True Story - 2
,
215,048
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C. Commercialism versus Literary Merit
On the bold surface of the problem, The Atlantic Monthly
before, with, and after Sedgwick was a magazine whose purpose
It was to sell to the public. V/lth the coming of the tv/entleth
century, with Its deadly com.petltlon and mass production methods
of business, the complications of selling to an Interested pub-
lic Increased many fold. This was the problem facing Sedgwick
vdth ever- Increasing severity. He met It head-on and, as had
been discussed earlier, he brought life to his readers, expressep.
In terms of literary excellence as consistent as possible v/lth
1 he magazine's traditions and Sedgwick's judgm.ent. The results
have been shown; circulation mounted steadily and the Atlaintlc
was more firmly established than ever before. But there Is al-
ways that group of aesthetic "die-hards" who Insist tnat the
editor should care niore about literature and less about journal-
ism. To that school of thought which does not appreciate the
difficulty a modern competing editor faces In giving an un-llterj-
ary public a selection of topics they demand ^presented In quality
form, let It be said that a good many contributions to
Atlantic during the past thirty-five years will probably stand
F.L. Levds, ‘'The American Magazine Grows Up,*' The Atlantic
70 Monthly XC (November, 1947), 81.
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the test of tiine, and yet perhaps, there could have been more of I
them. No one can adequately jud^e this problem. However, this
I
should be added: literary masterpieces are not to be had for the
Ijasking. The winds of genius blow sparingly, and the editor who
'khinks only of literary quality and not of uis added responsibil*
'ity to sell the magazine to a reading public, either. has a very i|
j
Idull magazine on his hands, or a dead one, at least from the
jj
jstandpoint of business and financial considerations involved.
j,
I-
ijAnd literary quality - a mysterious thing at best, and difficultj;
jto analyze - is not obtained by asking people to write books '
'about it or about m.en and women and their problems. The stuff
1
:lof literature is the stuff of life. That is what a good journ-
!|
I
|,alist constantly seeks; that is v/hat Ellery Sedgwick sought and I!
I
found. The editorial creed which Sedgwick used to print in the
j
Atlantic from time to time closed with these words:
and never to forget that of all useless
j
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fdL Discussion of Sedgwick's Last Acts as Editor
On February 27, 1937 Ellery Sedgwick celebrated his
sixty-fifth birthday. He was no longer a young man, although
he was still a very active man. He had a family estate in
Beverly, Massachusetts and a town house on Beacon Hill, £>oston.
He was a wealthy inan; he had many business associations, but he
had to slow down his pace. He determined to retire. All prep-
arations were made for his completion of service. His success-
or as editor was chosen. It was to be Edward V/eeks then asso-
ciated with the company in an editorial capacity. The incom-
ing president of The Ajt].antij3 Monthly Company was chosen, he
was Richard E. Danielson, a major stockholder, "^ith the com-
pletion of the June, 1938 issue Ellery Sedgwick, the eigth
editor of The Atlantic Monthly magazine retired at the age of
sixty-six. He had completely severed all business affiliations
with his company, although he retained an active interest in
the Rumford Printing Company. He would continue to serve the
magazine in an editor emeritus status of a purely advisory capa-
city. Since that date in 1938 Sedgwick has had the good sense
to leave the editorship completely in the capable hands of
Edward /Veexs. Sedgwick, after an extended vacation, began his
autobiography. The Happy Profession
,
now completed, and he also
amused himself by commencing the prodigious task of sorting his
Vsi;'; tej yol’*fvbbC ’C''i/‘.i'T:Ller4 nO
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bulky correspondence of forty years duration. This project
is still in progress.
!
j|
ii> Condition of the magazine upon his retirement •
Sedgwick had been editor of the magazine for exactly ij




I one hundred thousand; it was limited to monthly publication;
|
* young authors anxious to enhance their reputations v/ere eager tc^l
i
contribute; the magazine's fame was at its zenith; the financial!
|l
'!
security of the company and the magazine was assured. Sedgv;ick j'
himself was rumored to have made about fifty thousand dollars
i
li
per annum from his various holdings. (72)
The relationship between the magazine and the magazine's
|
public was excellent. Upon his retirement the dual position of
j'
j
editor and publisher, the first such arrangement since the days
||
j





the editorial chair, while Mr. Donald Synder, with the company !
I
since 1925, became the publisher. Ellery Sedgwick became a man
||
1
of cultivated leisure. He was a member of the American Academy i|
i
of Arts and Sciences and the Massachusetts Historical Society.
After the death of his first wife, he married Isabel Ma jorie
I
Russell of North Ockenden, Essex, England, and together with his
family of four he planned a comfortable life of ease. His con-
i
I
1 nections in Boston brought him to the boston Public Library as a*.
Trustee, and to the Harvard Club as a member of the directorate J
j(72 ) Interview with Mr. Donald Synder, "he probably grossed [
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It was an existence that his long useful career richly merited.
G Contrast of conditions at the beginning and at
the end of Sedgwick's reign and discussion of
his relative worth as editor in contrast to his
predecessors
A discussion of the prevailing conditions in existence
at the time of Sedgwick's purchase of the Atlantic from Houghton,
Mifflin compares favorably with an examination of the growth
of United States economic history from 1900 to 1940. In a very
broad sense the growth of the magazine follov^ed roughly the
expansion of American business in the twentieth century. The
facts speak for themselves; there is very little of an "inside"
story to relate. Prior to the magazine's purchase by Sedgwick,
the Atlantic had from its beginnings been the literary organ
of various publishing houses. As a matter of interest, seven
companies had controlled the destinies of the magazine in fifty
years. ,'73) The magazine had never shown a profit through its
own efforts. However, the magazine was deep in tradition and
worth and for this reason it was never abolished. It had
become a part of that vague phrase--"The American Scenel' . From
August, 1908 until his retirement in 1938 the magazine prospered.
Its circulation grew until it reached well over the one hundred
(73! In order the Publishers were;
1. Phillips, Sampson and Co. - 1857-59
2. Ticknor and Fields - 1859-67
3 . Fields, Osgood and Co. - 1868-70
4. James R. Osgood and Co. - 1871-73
5 . H. 0. Houghton and Go. - 1874-77
6. Houghton, Osgood and Co. - 1878-79
7 . Houghton, Mifflin and Co. - I88O-I908
8. The Atlantic Monthly Co. - 1908-
I.
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thousand per month mark, a corporation was formed that included
its own printing establishment, a book publishing department,
a merger with an unsuccessful magazine, and tne outright purchas(
of two other magazines whose editorial policy v/as aimed at
different levels of reader interest. The entire business ventur<
became financially stable through the course of SedgwicK's
thirty years tenure of office, and it was permanently under-
written by Sedgwick's business, editorial and Journalistic
acumen.
In a capitalistic system that underwent a marked revolu-
tion in methods and results during the first quarter of the cen-
tury. the Atlantic found time to contribute larp!;ely to the
changes recorded in the billion dollar business of magazine pub-
lishing!;. A summary of the several ways in which Atlantic
aided in the magazine evolution, as covered in this paper would
include:
1. A realization that an interest in ideas is endemic
in America, for example, the peculiar presistency
of The Atlantic in viewing religion as a oart of
life, while nearly all other contemporary magazines
assumed it to be a type of "wardroom" taboo
2. A cosmopolitan taste in seeking authors
3» A recognition of the hunger in people for wisdom
and the help out of others' experience in human
stories »74,'
It was not any of. these factors, but rather the accumula-
tion of all contributions both small and large that blended over
a space of thirty years to make the Atlantic a periodical noted
1
i
(74y 'A, A. DeWolfe The Atlantic Monthly and its Makers,
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not for its New England Brahrninism or its publishing house
subsistence, but for its outstanding marKS of oneness and uni-
versality. It was a magazine for the humanity of the entire
world united in a brotherhood of man.
ri Regarding Sedgwick as an Editor and Publisher
In the fairly long but not too distinguished life of the
magazine in America, it can be stated with a certain degree of
assurance that as a nation the United States has produced few
great editors. The periodical, as it is known today, dates
back scarcely beyond the turn of the century, since "big busin-
ess'* had not then reared its head into the midst of the com-
petitive world. Assuming I89O a.s an arbitrary date of the new
era, men of the journalistic world would probably agree that
S. S. McClure, G-eorge Horace Lorimer, Edward jz>ok and Ellery
Sedgwick were the most renowned of American editors. They
shared two things in common. First, tney were typically
American in their approach to magazine editing--a magazine was
to be read-- that was the beginning and the end of it. Secondly,
they were all schooled in and were familiar with the new methods
of high pressure editorship, ’vhen a magazine dealt in millions
of dollars and hundreds of thousands of readers, there was no
such thing as a leisunily pace in editing. But the comparison
ends there, because Sedgwick must be taken from this group and
placed in line with his honored forebears, the seven preceding
editors of The Atla ntic Monthly .
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of his contemporaries and his predecessors. On the one hand,
he refused to vulgarize the periodical; and on the other hand,
he made the magazine into a literary and financial success
something his editor-ancestors had failed to do. In this res-
pect he stands alone as a man of his age. That his personal
literary appreciations v/ere greater than say McClure's or Bok's
one cannot assert with a formal degree of certitude. But that
he possessed a mixture of good business sense and loyalty to
the principles of literature and the good life is evident from
his works. Under Sedgv/ick the Atlantic seemed to hunger for
short-cuts to Paradise. The magazine used this form for its
true end- -the story of spiritual adventure, not priraarily a
journalistic device such as it had become with its imitating
competitors. The Atlantic gave the reader not the inside story
of success in the field of diplomacy, art, or finance, but the
inside story of souls, gossip, if you will, in its noblest sense
I
Several of these stories were so intimate that Sedgwick had to
restore the old policy of anonymity to protect his contributors.
In this fundamental difference of interest did Sedgwick outclr?ss
his fellow editors. Obviously, of course, he was interested
in the financial aspects of the company, but above and beyond
this level where most editors are content to halt, Sedgwick
desired for a degree of literary worth and literary workmanship
that reflected both in the intrinsic literary value of a contri-
bution and by the appreciation of reader interest.
l^hen one compares Sedgwick with James Russell Lowell or
William Dean Howells, the comparison must, of necessity, be
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I
confined to the sphere of editorship. No one will contest
Lowell's or Howell's or Perry's right to supremacy in their
j
respective chosen fields. r.y the same token it may he said that
to compare Lowell or Fields to Sedgwick in the editorial field
would be somewhat unfair to Lowell and Fields. As pure and
simple devotees of literature and as noted authors or professors
or scholars in their own right Sedgwick's predecessors were
successful. As editors they reflected their particular strength*
or weaknesses. All were splendid appraisers, critics, and some,
writers, of excellent literature; few were good business men or
editors according to competitive standards. They served their
purpose well; they presented the select reading public of the
day with a fine type of periodical; they enhanced the reputation
of the magazine by their presence, and they inculcated a marvel-
ous tradition of worth into the long history of the magazine.
It was Sedgwick, however, v/ho, extremely conscious of these con-
tributions from his elders, and, likewise, aware of the new era
of publishing just dawned, combined appreciation of art with a
sense of public demand to give the Atlantic unthought of success
and popularity. He, more than any one before him, made the
Atlantic a household word for taste and interest.
If the opinion of one man close to Sedgwick stands the
test of time, then it will some day be concluded that the eig^h
editor of the Atlantic was a genius. Donald Synder claims that
SedgwicA had the mind of a genius, which meant not only the ad-
vantages of genius but also the drawbacks. Sedgwick's major
fault, continues Synder, was his inability to delegate authority
wr I
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or distribute the editorial work load. Everything had to be his
way; no innovation was satisfactory unless he originated it,
e. g. the previously discussed question of a change in cover
design. He did all the editing; he was a one man engine. His
assistants were automatons reacting solely to his conimands.
This fault, if that is what it is, was balanced nicely by his
driving energy and his brilliant administrative powers. An in-
ability to delegate power hurt no one but himself in terms of
work to be accomplished. The magazine did not fail because of
it, and one man control did not hinder Mr. Edward vveeks, the
present editor, from taking over and continuing the success of
the magazine.
S Findings, Summary and Conclusion
Ellery Sedgwick's contribution to American letters as the
editor and publisher of The Atlan tic Monthly is important and
vital. He was one of the first and most energetic shapers of ar
intelligent public opinion. His contribution to the making of
American opinion came not through forcing it in this direction
or that, but through bringing to his magazine men and women re-
presenting every sort of opinion and letting the subscribers
hear them and choose for themselves; and also through proving
for the benefit of other publishers that there is in this coun-
try a public which will support such a magazine to the profit ol
the publisher. The instance of Sedgwick's courage and insight
M
in bringing A1 Smith s personal opinions on the relationship of
a Roman Catholic politician tov/ard the state was a "scoop" 75
'
„
75 Alfred Smith, "Catholic and Patriot'*. The Atlantic Monthly
CXXXIX (Mavia 1927). 721.
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in periodical vjriting that had never before, nor ever sxnce,
j|
I
been surpassed. The appreciation and interest of the public in i
I
|i
response to this hither^to undiscussed topic of an election yearl'
was reward enough in itself that Sedgwick had done the correct
|
I
thing. The Smith articles running for two months are perhaps '
the best example of Sedgwick’s desire to give his readers inter-!
est, vitality, and afford his magazine a type of contribution
j
unequalled by his competitors. Other close parallels that may ^
be cited were Sedgwick's defense of Sacco and Vanzetti 76': in
the face of severe criticism, and Admiral Sims' expos^ of the
J.
i;
corruptness and inefficiency of the Navy promotion system. (77) !
A completely objective vievj of Sedgwick's editorship can-
j
not conclude that his thirty year reign was an unhampered surge
j
upward. Mention has been made of a drop in circulation figures
ij
due to a loss in newstand sales. This was a consistent drop
|




definite tendencies for such a decrease, and certain reasons
j,
have been established. Among them v/ere the economic, social,
j
and personal considerations. Taking the circulation drop and
the reasons thereof, this general conclusion may be ventured.
There seems to have been a definite tardiness on Sedgwick's part
in gauging public likes and dislikes of the form in which they,
the readers, wished their ideas dispensed. Make no mistake.
Sedgwick well knew the ideas the public wanted to read; he gave I
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v77) H. \'I. Sims, "Promotion in the Navy,". The Atlantic Monthly, i
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them idea upon idea. The point is, however, that he presented
them in a manner not in keeping with the advanced conception of
his own theory. For example, Sedgv/ick's department The Contri-
butor’s Club" became bogged down and noted for its formal essay;
and in time it fell behind reader interest. The public wanted
|
a new approach; other magazines had sensed this fact, and they !
were attempting to do it in a more sensational but inferior
manner. Sedgv/ick's refusal to innovate in this respect and, in
the same manner^ his refusal to adopt a more appealing cover
design lost him the occasional purchaser. Today, the reign of
the essay as v;as found in the "Contributor's Club" has been
broken. In its stead there is the light, modern "Accent on
Living!'. In principle the substance of the idea for the maga-
zine never changed, but the form for the presentation of the
ideas should have always been in tune with the public interest.
It has been the purpose of this thesis to develop the
history of The Atlantic .ionthly magazine from its foundation in
1857 to the retirement of eigth editor Ellery Sedgwick in 1938.
Particular emphasis has been placed upon the editorship of
Sedgwick with the intent of proving him to be the most forceful
editor and the senior business man of the famous line of Atlantic
editors.
It is the personal belief of the author that Ellery
Sedgwick represents the best type of liberal editor. His essen-
tial nature showed him to possess characteristics of a sharp
business sense, the philosophy of a twentieth century Liberal,
the awareness of an excellent journalist, the literary
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appreciation of a true editor, and the administrative talents
of a remarkable publisher. Ke had faults, yes, these defects
have been aired; but it is his overwhelming combination of abil-
ities that mark him as the Editor among Editors of the Atlantic .
Hailing from a proper aristocratic family of Protestant
New England, he has constantly foresworn the narrow prejudices
naturally assumed as the results of such an upbringing. He has
brought America a liberal viewpoint which taught to praise the
man or the idea rather than the group. Ke is a figure of trans-
itional New England where social awareness and responsibility
became the rule rather than the exception. Keen of mind, and
intellectual in his interests he could have easily chosen edu-
cation, the law, or business for a career, but to America's ad-
vantage and Literature's gain he chose editorship.
Gome the one hundreth anniversary number of The Atlantic
Monthly when the reign of Ellery Sedgwick will be retold, if
anyone thing of Sedgwick is quoted it will be his theory of
literature,
"To hold good writing as the art above the
arts and to forgive him much who can write like
an angel." ( 78 )
And this Ellery Sedgwick did.
. 7^. Sedgwick, "The Happy Profession", 332 .
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The ATLAl'ITIC is re^ad and enjoyed not by millions
but by about 150,000 people who prefer the finer things of
life - good clothes, fine automobiles, and above all, superior
reading.
Ve have never had hi^-pressure subscription sales-
men, never spent small fortunes promoting sales, and we accept
the blame if for that reason you have not yet discovered The
ATLANTIC.
At any rate, we’re a (little closer together for now
at least we have found you . So please be patient with a little
store talk that must get in ri.ght here: The ATLANTIC is fifty
cents a copy - $6.00 a year, find well worth every cent of it.
We ask you to let us add your: name to a list of those vdio will
tiy an introductory subscription at a reduced price of SEVEN
ISSUES FOR $2.50. Thus, the enclosed card will bring you two
issues MORE than you could/ buy for $2.50 either at the news-
stands or at the established subscription rate.
Two and a half d<i>Uars is but a mite more than the
cost of one or two brief sittings at .top-flight movies; and
less by far than lots of ^’checks” the waiter hands you -vdien
you’re "going places". For the seven months it will bring you
The ATLANTIC, this modes^c price will STRETCH itself out,
with a continuous variety of escape into pleasurable fairways
for your intellect - if we can persuade you to mail the little
card right now.
Don’t reach f,br your checkbook. Get the card in the
mail and let us start ybur trial subscription with The ATLANTIC’S
April issue (Table of Contents on Back Page) . Send only the
trial subscription card now. We will mail a bill to you
later - after you have enjoyed your first issue. Like lots
of other desirable things, the supply of this issue is limited.
So to be sure of getting this number as the first on your trial







Because of some disxinctly complimentary things ABOUT
YOU, that we have learned, your name is included among those
who should find this letter particularly interesting.
If you were just a name and a street number to us
and we knew nothing of your meutal occupations, there would
be no point at all in asking you to accept what, in the
final analysis, amounts to tvo issues of The ATLANTIC FREE !
You may be an ex-marine, a career woman, a renowned
lawyer, or a door-to-door salesman; a commercial pilot, a
village schoolmaiTn, a struggling writer, perhaps a cum laude -
even a Rhodes - scholar. That part we don’t know. But we
do know from the source that gave us your name that you have
an above-the-average KENT coupled with the aspiration to
enjoy its use and improve it.
America was here for countless centuries before
Columbus set sail and discovered it I We hope now to interest
you in a voyage of discdveiy to a realm of reading riches
that, once having found, you will add to your permanent
possessions.
This year marks the Ninetieth Anniversary of The
ATLANTIC MONTHLY. Itr- early issues were sprinkled with the
names of such writers as Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Jame,s Russell Lowell, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Whittier, Stowe, and others whose writings are still very
much in print. Today iJae quality of its contents is still
as high, its field of interests wider - expanding with the
broadening of the typical American’s life and interests and
thought.
Literature, science, art, personal achievement,
public affairs - current topics of discussion among intelli-
gent people everyvdiere - form the basis of The ATLANTIC’S
bri^t and stimulating content. Albert Einstein, John P.
Marquand, Henry Ford II, Somerset Mau^am, Sir Osbert
Sitwell - these are but a, few of the recent contributors.
In addition, there are the regular ATLANTIC features, such
as the informed, succinct, and enlightening Reports on The
World Today; able, searching, informative book reviews, and
the hilarious Accent on Living section each month.
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Abstract of the Thesis
The history of the American magazine dates back to Colonial
times when a first effort v/as made to publish financially succesn
ful periodicals patterned after the English critical reviews
of the time. The attempts were largely failures because the
expansion of America had not yet reached a stage conducive to
the development of a luxury-and leisure-time enterprise such as
magazine production and reading. Both economically and intel-
lectually the great mass of new Americans were not ready for
its coming.
During the one hundred years 1765 - 1865 the art of period-
ic publication suffered its first growing pains and experienced
the ups and downs of all businesses dependent upon the public
fancy. Such vital affairs as authors’ remuneration, adequate
copyright laws, respective duties and responsibilities of
publishers and editors, effective means of distribution, and an
agreeable circulation price were discussed, abused, reformed, anc
finally compromised upon. The first stage of the development of
the American magazine may be said to have definitely closed by
the end of the Civil War. The "ground rules" for the game had
been established.
The second stage of development in magazine publishing may
be characterized by the expansion and growth within the field.
Since it is the major object of this thesis to discuss The
Atlantic Monthly
,
the fact that the founding of this magazine in
1857» under the editorship of James Russell Lowell, constituted
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a most disLinguished contribution of a group of men to the peri-
odical field is important ooth to American readers and to Ameri-
can critics. Of the literally hundreds of magazines begun in
the era of expansion The Atlantic Monthly is the only magazine
that has come down to us today in any lixeness to its original
form.' The endeavor of New England's literary men to found a
magazine combining the glories of literature with a philosophy
of liberalism and a flavor of contemporary geniality in itself
is noteworthy when you consider that theirs was an age of strug
gllng publishers and editors seexing elbow room from their com-
petitors. Nonetheless, the magazine Atlantic Monthly
,
so called
by Dr. Holmes, survived and, after a fashion, prospered.
Almost from its inception a tradition rose up and around
the editors and the revered letter-head of the Atlantic . It
early established a reputation for careful, excellently edited
and selected pieces of prose and poetry. By the time of the
celebration of its fiftieth anniversary in 1907 the magazine
had achieved the pinnacle of literary success, commanding wide
respect for the quality of its contents. Her editors and pub-
lishers were known throughout the nation and, in some cases, the
world. The Atlantic had become an institution.
Below the surface, hov/ever, on the all-important business
front, all was far from well. The magazine had never been a
large seller, and twenty-five thousand subscribers were con-
sidered a good number, but as the years passed and the list of
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loyal subscribers settled at a new low figure of twelve thousand
buyers per year, the publishing house of Houghton, Mifflin and Go^
determined that the magazine had to be sold in order that the
firm be relieved of the increasing financial dependence of the
magazine upon the company. In order to avail themselves of the
value of the magazine’s excellent reputation for their adver-
tising purposes, the company had absorbed the annual operating
deficit of the magazine for a number of years. They were
completely mindful of the care necessary in the selection of a
prospective buyer. The magazine was meant to continue, and it
did continue. In the end, Houghton, Mifflin and Company sold
The Atlantic Monthly in July, 1908, to Ellery Sedgwick, New York
editor and Harvard graduate.
At this point the second major development of the thesis
is discussed. The family background, education, experience
and philosophy of Ellery Sedgwick's is brought under examination
It is evident that Sedgwick’s training from G-roton to Sam
McClure's added one item to another until the sum total pre-
sented the publishers, Houghton, Mifflin, with their most capable
and likely prospect.
Sedgwick’s acquisition of The Atlantic Monthly very nearly
coincided with ti.e third step in the changing condition of the
magazine world. Big business had entered the field, and the
trend was toward sensationalism and popular appeal. The general
effect was a degrading influence on the industry. High salaries^
competition, big pressure advertising and publicity combined to
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Icals that spajined America.
Sedgwick entered into this business venture with a care-
fully thought-out plan. He had long desired to obtain control
of such a magazine as the Atlantic . He considered the magazine
to be of a size small enough for him to maintain successful
financial and literary standards. Through advance notice of
Bliss Perry's resignation as editor of the magazine, Sedgwick
had obtained the initial lead in dealings with the publishers.
This foresight and ambition carried over into his administration
as editor and publisher. He made a success of his long sought
after magazine.
It was Sedgwick's theory that it was possible to mix liter-
ary excellence with reader-interest in the proper proportions in
order to assure a financial return large enough to show a profit
His idea was simple. He gave his readers a cross-section of
America, not just the die-hard aristocrats of New England— the
intense drama of life. It was life that people were living and
it was in life that they were interested. His formula worked.
Circulation grew, tne magazine succeeded financially, and
Sedgwick's stature grew as a major editor and publisher. In
addition to the editorship of the magazine, he found time to
establish the Atlantic Monthly Company, a corporation consisting
of three magazines and a printing and publishing house. In the
Atlantic Monthly Company he served as president, editor, and
publisher. He was "Ego Sum" for thirty years, 1908--1938. In
1938 he retired to the comfort of his home and his memories.
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company In a world of stiffenins rivalry. He brought the maga-
zine home to additional thousands of readers, and he proved
conclusively the old saying "when a man has something worth
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